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Abstract 
Energy demand and consumption are increasing as the world's population grows. This 
raises numerous challenges concerning resource constraints, given that the energy re-
sources of the earth are limited. Recent technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) 
with a system of interrelated computing devices and machine learning techniques have 
collected, transferred, managed, and analyzed large amounts of data in smart sustainable 
cities. In the IoT scenario, sensor networks have a significant role in collecting, trans-
mitting, and sharing data. These networks with real-time information processing in the 
Cloud-based servers can be utilized for energy consumption monitoring, energy demand 
management, traffic control, and various gas emission assessment for municipalities and 
governments in smart sustainable cities. The analysis and management of the big data 
collected through IoT sensors in smart cities provide the ability to manage energy re-
sources, such as water supplies. Hence, this study aims twofold: first, to predict hourly 
water consumption by machine learning approaches, second, to develop a solution in a 
real-world problem. The data from the city of Sarpsborg (Norway) was used as a case 
study to manage its limited energy resources, being water supplies. This report provides 
an overview of the relevant studies from the literature, consisting of practical machine 
learning algorithms with an accurate prediction of hourly water consumption. The result 
of this study presents the remarkable ability of hourly water consumption prediction 
through applying supervised learning models, such as tree-based algorithms, Gradient 
Boosting algorithms, and finally, some discussion about the inefficiency of Longest 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) as an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm based 
on the technique we have used for training and testing phase. 
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Chapter 1  Study Overview 
1.1 Introduction 
In recent years, energy management has been one of the most critical issues that has at-
tracted human attention. As the world's population is increasing, natural resources are 
also running out. Water is one of the limited resources. The United Nations Develop-
ment Program (UNDP), through the human development report in 2006, compared the 
poor and rich countries in access to water and reported that there is extraordinary ine-
quality in access to water. Daily water consumption in Europe is between 200 to 300 
liters for each person, 575 liters in the USA and 300 liters in Norway. In contrast, in 
countries like Mozambique, the average consumption is less than 10 liters per year [1]. 
The average annual consumption of bottled water in Italy is 200 liters per habitat, the 
highest in the European Union. In comparison, Finland has registered the lowest annual 
consumption of bottled water at a rate of only 16 liters [2]. Lack of proper water man-
agement has become a global challenge. This trend is estimated to continue for the next 
19 years [3], our planet's water resources will run out, and we will face not only a crisis 
but also a global catastrophe. Therefore, governments with different strategies and re-
search through various techniques and tools try to find a solution for this great challenge. 
The use of IoT, the Cloud, and sensor network technologies associated with machine 
learning techniques have shown to be promising in monitoring, controlling, and mini-




Figure 1.1. IoT and Cloud services 
 
An essential issue about this story is how we can apply big data to improve energy 
consumption, traffic management, air pollution, and so forth. In this study, we consid-
ered generating data of sensor networks established in Sarpsborg city to investigate and 
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manage water consumption to prevent wasting water. Because of the broad scope of re-
search, we only focused on water consumption. The importance of water, the statistics, 
and the reasons mentioned above have led us to utilize the ability of Information Tech-
nology (IT) in aggregating, storing, managing, and analyzing the data to take a step to-
ward the process of improving water consumption. Perhaps this small step could be a 
practical starting point for further studies to conserve valuable water resources. Accord-
ing to this study, we were supposed to predict hourly water consumption in Sarpsborg 
(Norway) as a smart sustainable City. We implemented several machine learning algo-
rithms to determine the best manner for big data management and water consumption 
prediction. However, there are various IoT and Cloud computing techniques for big data 
management; we prefered to choose machine learning algorithms based on our study on 
research that others have done in this case which are described in the “Related Work” 
section. 
1.2 Motivation 
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) recommends a daily water intake of 1.6 
liters for women and 2.0 liters for men. Also, every person needs 5 liters [3] for living 
in a moderate climate that equals 1.31 gallons, although, in the USA, an average every 
American uses 100 to 175 gallons of water per day. The fundamental goal of the study 
on water consumption data, and the motivation behind our research, was to aware peo-
ple about the case of the water crisis as one of the limited sources of energy, using new 
technologies to measure and predict the future amount of consumption which may lead 
to correct the wrong human habits of water consumption. Using a sensor network can be 
one of the most efficient solutions to measure and record the amount of water usage in 
domestic and industrial consumption to modify or decrease water consumption. 
1.3 Problem Statement 
Our research entails a practical aspect of water consumption forecasting and a theoreti-
cal part that examines the effect of the History Sensitivity Analysis method on time se-
ries data forecasting. In fact, the goal of this study was to use the History Sensitivity 
Analysis to find out the best time interval that makes sense for each algorithm for our 
forecast. Sensitivity Analysis refers to assessing the model results’ sensitivity to the al-
ternation of the model's assumptions and inputs. It is a useful method to better examine 
the model input parameters' impact on the model behavior and show its performance [4]. 
An important question in machine learning modelling is how much historical data 
should be included to have better results and less execution time. Thus, our study used a 
method to investigate the sensitivity analysis of time series data for several machine 
learning algorithms. We wanted to apply every algorithm based on its inherent nature at 
different time intervals to see which time interval from the prediction point works best. 
At the end of this study, the reader can choose an algorithm based on the volume and 
size of the available time-series data that is efficient and suitable for water consumption 
forecasting. 
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Chapter 2  Background 
The story begins with the management and analysis of data from the Sarpsborg munici-
pality as a smart sustainable city, where the sensor network gathers large amounts of 
data from a variety of sources, such as water and electricity supplies, traffic control, air 
pollution, and so forth. We mentioned Sarpsborg municipality as a smart sustainable 
city because there is a slight difference between the two terms: smart sustainable city 
and smart cities. The difference between sustainable smart cities and smart cities is their 
focus on different sectors. Sustainable smart cities focus on transportation, energy con-
sumption, water management, and whatever related to the built environment or natural 
environment. In contrast, smart cities have focused on science, information and com-
munication technology, education, innovation, and the culture of society [5]. Norway 
includes 18 fylker (counties) and 422 kommuner (municipalities). Sarpsborg municipal-
ity is one of the cities of the Østfold county of Norway; its population is around 55,127, 
and its area is 405.61 km2 [6]. 
Given that energy consumption has become a crucial issue worldwide and legislative 
powers strive to find a solution, we decided to improve our knowledge in energy con-
sumption management. To achieve this goal, in the first step, we were required to coop-
erate with the Sarpsborg municipality for using a dataset related to energy consumption. 
Then water dataset was chosen as a case study for data management and consumption 
prediction in this research. Applying machine learning for data analysis and prediction 
of water consumption was the next step. 
2.1 Sensor Network 
The main reason for increasing sensors' use in various aspects is easy deployment and 
low cost [7]. Various IoT sensors are applied based on our requirements for different 
goals in IoT, such as moisture IoT sensors, noise and acoustic IoT sensors, temperature 
IoT sensors, water level IoT sensors, light IoT sensors, image IoT sensors, chemical IoT 
sensors, and gyroscope IoT sensors. The type of integrated sensors in our study for wa-
ter consumption investigation was LoRa (Long Range) for Sarpsborg’s IoT network and 
LoRaWAN protocol. The LoRa has structured as a physical layer based on LoRaWAN 
protocol and can transfer a huge volume of data or information over a high range of a 
geographic area. Indeed, low power can send data over long distances using radio fre-
quencies, making it a remarkable and efficient technology [8]. LoRa Technology in-
cludes outstanding characteristics such as low cost, long-range, low power, and open 
standard. It means it has the capability to decrease the cost of operating and infrastruc-
ture investments, it penetrates deeply in the dense urban structure and can cover sensors 
in long distances which are more than 30 miles far away in the rural areas, increase the 
lifetime of a battery up to 20 years through the use of LoRaWAN protocol which is per-
fect for low power, and with the help of LoRaWAN protocol [9] provides some form of 
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collaboration among telecom operators, applications, and IoT solution providers to ex-
pedite the adoption and deployment process. 
2.2 The Internet of Things (IoT) 
IoT, through some software, has access to the Cloud as a platform and generated data by 
a sensor network is transferred to the Cloud. The Cloud as a computing platform in-
creases the computing efficiency and data storage, which is done with a high level of 
performance, almost a hundred percent reliability, and extensive scalability [1]. There 
are several Cloud services (Figure 2.1) [7]. In our study, Sarpsborg municipality has 
applied Microsoft Azure. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.Different types of the Cloud services 
The sensor network is built by sensor devices to collect a massive volume of infor-
mation from different resources. The connections between devices and IoT applications 
are carried out through Hub hosted in the Cloud (Figure 2.2), creating a bi-directional 
connection between devices and the Cloud [10]. IoT Hub as a managed service is a cen-
ter for sending messages and supports sending information from IoT devices to the 
Cloud and vice versa [11]. The process and storage of data start as soon as the data ar-
rives at the Cloud, which has the ability in real-time response, so the Cloud can decide 
to begin automatic adjustments or send alerts, and this process does not require any user. 
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Figure 2.2.Hub hosted in the Cloud 
Sensor data can give us much information about how different processes are per-
formed. For example, the processes that take place within cities can be evaluated and 
controlled by these data. We focused on water consumption which is known as limited 
resources around the world, and smart sustainable cities with sensors can detect any 
problems with the water delivery process or consuming water. As Figure 2.3 shows, we 
can see the IoT process implementation of Sarpsborg municipality that they have ap-
plied the LoRaWAN sensors in the Microsoft Azure. The sensor network data can trans-




Figure 2.3. IoT process implementation of Sarpsborg municipality (Norway) 
2.3 Microsoft Azure 
Azure is one of the Cloud services that is created by Microsoft. Microsoft Azure is 
known as a storage service and Cloud computing platform with a lot of advantages. For 
example, Azure provides efficient storage that is safe, scalable, stable with a high level 
of availability [12]. Also, it helps users to make resources easily that are Cloud-based 
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like databases, virtual machines, and so forth. Users with various technology and tools 
in Azure [13] can create and deploy Cloud-based services and applications with differ-
ent functions such as networking, computing, storage, and analytics. 
2.4 What is Big Data? 
These days governments, institutions, and companies integrate sensors using IT, and the 
use of this technology at a large scale generates huge amounts of data. With the help of 
IoT in different aspects of life, the use of sensors is expected to grow significantly. Alt-
hough data collecting is doable through many IT technologies like IoT, handling various 
massive datasets is another issue. Therefore, identifying and classifying the obtained 
data is the most crucial step in managing, using, and visualizing data. At this point, we 
need to mention some characteristics of big data to apply the right tools and techniques 
to categorize and visualize the data.  
2.5 Big Data Analytics (Characteristics and Techniques) 
A general definition of big data is we collect vast volumes of data, access the inaccessi-
ble dataset, and developing technologies for collecting big data. Data with high velocity, 
volume, and variety are known as big data [14]. It is noteworthy that while some appli-
cations process data only at certain times of the day, others do data processing at all 
hours of the day. For example, real-time applications are part of this category [15]. 
These characteristics indicate our need to apply appropriate techniques for the process 
of classification and management of big data that can be achieved using algorithms, AI, 
and various software and hardware in the field of IoT. 
2.6 Which Type of Data Exist  
Here we talk about our dataset characteristics: our data is univariate time-series, low- 
dimensional dataset, and the data format is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Time-
series data means the data has been recorded and sorted in the time, and data are affili-
ate to each other that these are two essential features of time-series data. If time se-
quences play a significant role in data or output results, these features should be consid-
ered in model construction. Because predictions are made based on models, and models 
build their forecast pattern based on observations recorded in past time-series. Univari-
ate time-series data means the data is being recorded and observed at specified intervals. 
Finally, there is a single list of sequential data measurements that the time is an implicit 
variable in these types of datasets. The order is a vital feature for the events that depend 
on time because it affects data concepts, creates a proper model, and predicts accuracy 
[16]. Generally, when the number of features is smaller than the number of samples [17], 
we have a low-dimensional dataset. Dimension refers to the number of features (varia-
bles) of a dataset provided in the columns. For example, Device-ID, Measurement Time, 
Value, MeteringPointId, ... are some of the water consumption features in our study. 
Because our raw dataset contained only three main features, it was much smaller than 
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the number of samples. Therefore, our dataset for predicting the hourly water consump-
tion was a low-dimensional dataset [18]. 
The Sarpsborg municipality dataset was time-series, and its type was JSON. Modern 
and new programming languages can generate, read, utilize, and analyze JSON data 
format. JSON was driven from JavaScript (Table 2.1). It is a standard and lightweight 
data-interchange format, a language-independent, serialized data transfer capability that 
is easy to understand for computers and humans. Due to these reasons, it has the main 
role in web services and web applications [19]. JSON includes excellent numbers of 
comfortable characteristics, and it is known as a perfect data exchange language. It is 1) 
a standard text-based with a language-independent feature that can be utilized by pro-
grammers in Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, C family languages, and many others 2) 
easy production and analysis for machines 3) easy for writing and reading [20]. There-
fore, along with web services growth, JSON's role is more critical, and it is more uti-
lized. 
public struct TimeSerie 
  { public string MeteringPointId; 
 public string DeviceId; 
 public string ProductName; 
 public string SourceRegister; 
 public double Value;                
 public DateTime RegistrationTime; 
 public DateTime MeasurementTime; 
 public Quality Quality; 
 public long Interval; 
 public string SourceCustomerId; 
 public string SourceVersion; 
 public string ExportDataId; 
 public string ExportDataType;    } 
Table 2.1. Brief description of Sarpsborg Data 
It should be mentioned that the Sarpsborg Municipality’s datasets are not yet consid-
ered big data due to the low diversity of features. But in the near future, due to the in-
crease in the number of sensors in places of consumption, the number of data will also 
increase, and they can be considered as big data. On the other hand, in this study, we 
generated new features using feature engineering methods; in this way, we solved the 
issue of features’ low variety, and our dataset could be considered as big data. 
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2.7 Machine Learning 
Machine learning as a subset of AI is widely used these days in various fields such as 
industry, health, environment, energy, and municipal utilities. Machine learning is quite 
well-known as an efficient technology in future prediction because of its ability to find 
data patterns from past data. Self-learned and automatic improvement through experi-
ence are two main remarkable features of machine learning: working with various types 
of data, applying different algorithms and statistical techniques, big data handling, data 
analysis, and future prediction. Figure 2.4 shows the machine learning lifecycle. First, 
we define the business problem and specify the prediction aim. Then we prepare the da-
ta collected and select the appropriate data in the analysis step for utilizing in machine 
learning. In the Model step, we try to build a model based on our target variable and se-
lect features that affect the target value and the prediction. In the next step of the ma-
chine learning process, this model makes a pattern from the sample or primitive data. 
When new data enters, the model trains the data to test the relation between new data 
and the primitive pattern for prediction.  
 
Figure 2.4.Machine Learning Lifecycle 
2.7.1 Types of Machine Learning Algorithms 
The first step in this section is about which type of machine learning tasks is suitable for 
our study for selecting the proper machine learning algorithms. Indeed, machine learn-
ing problems are divided into two tasks: supervised learning that works with the labeled 
data and unsupervised learning that works with unlabeled data (Figure 2.5). Labeled 
data means the input data or samples come with a label (tag) such as name, number, or 
type. Therefore, in this study, we describe the supervised learning task because we had 
labeled data. Supervised learning investigates the raw input data. When new data enters 
as an input, supervised learning algorithms try to produce the correct label for new data. 
Indeed, the supervised learning algorithms carry out this through the training data anal-
ysis and create a labeled output. This model predicts the future output based on availa-
ble evidence. The evidence is available raw input or primitive sample of the labeled da-
taset that the predictive model has shaped based on them. Therefore, based on our da-
taset in this study, we had a supervised machine learning task that makes a predictive 
model. 
Some combined regression models have been used in most of the research as a statis-
tical tool because of their ability to forecast the target value with continuous values. The 
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regression model is based on supervised learning. There are different types of regression 
like Linear regression, Support Vector regression (SVR), Decision Tree regression, 
KNN regressor, AdaBoost regressor, Ridge regressor, and Random Forest regression. 
 
Figure 2.5. Machine Learning tasks and Supervised Learning process 
2.7.2 Models and Algorithms 
In this section, we describe some of the machine learning algorithms that we decided to 
apply for our study after first evaluating our dataset and investigating the result of dif-
ferent algorithms. It is mentioned that this is just a brief description of each algorithm 
because our study is not an Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on the functionality of 
each algorithm or its advantages or disadvantages. Therefore, we provide a short expla-
nation based on their ability to give a generic perspective about what algorithms we 
used in this study based on our study approach or problem statement. 
 
Support Vector Machine (SVM): One supervised machine learning algorithm is the 
SVM model that can analyze the data for both regression and classification. Although 
the SVM is a linear model, it can be used for both non-linear and linear models. This 
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analysis is done by SVM through a technique that is called Kernel technique. Kernel as 
a mathematical function is one of the SVM hyperparameters that try to find out the most 
optimal and efficient separating line or boundary by transforming the input dataset into 
two phases or dimensions [14]. When we can separate the input data into two sections, 
and they are separable, we utilize a hyperplane line to create two classes, as is shown in 
Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.6.The input data is separated by hyperplane line 
As is shown in the Figure 2.6, the solid black line is an optimal hyperplane line that 
the distance between two dotted black lines, and the optimal hyperplane line is called 
margin. The two dotted lines are two hyperplane lines that move between the nearest 
and optimal hyperplane lines. The closest data to the hyperplane lines are support vec-
tors, and it can be claimed that often there is no data in the margin area when we use 
this method. But if the raw data or input data is not separable, the data is divided into 
two-dimension like illustrated in Figure 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7.Data separation into two dimensions by a decision surface 
The Kernel type can be Radial Basis Function (RBF: for non-linear problems), Poly-
nomial Kernel Function, Linear Kernel, Sigmoid, Precomputed, Gaussian Radial Basis 
Function, and Gaussian Function. If we do not determine a specific type for the Kernel, 
the default type for the Kernel is considered RBF. The SVM parameters are the Kernel, 
degree, gamma, coef0, tol, C, epsilon, shrinking, cache_size, verbose, max_iter that can 
be modified or changed based on our dataset or model function [21]. 
 
Random Forest (RF): Another most popular machine learning model and algorithm 
is RF, a supervised learning and a tree-based algorithm (Figure 2.8). "Random" means 
this algorithm uses many different decision trees made randomly, and this huge number 
of trees creates a "Forest" of trees. One decision tree has a high level or amount of vari-
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ance in the training set. At the same time, the RF uses several decision trees on one 
sample of the dataset, that the result of all the decision trees is the low level of variance. 
Indeed, the collection of confluences and the production of the decision trees in each 
sub-branch improve the algorithm performance. So, the result or output is gained based 
on the combination of multiple decision trees, not one decision tree. 
 
Figure 2.8.The functionality of Random Forest. The final result is the ma-
jority of voting (red ball) [22] 
The method used by RF is the Bagging technique that includes Bootstrap and Aggre-
gation phases (Figure 2.9). Each tree in the training phase is build based on learning 
from one sample of data points that are randomly selected. Bootstrap does resample 
through replacement which means every sample replaces with a random sample selected. 
Sometimes one sample can be repeated or used many times in the replacement process. 
RF in the regression model considers the mean of all the outputs as a final result or out-
put that this process is called Aggregation (Figure 2.10). RF in the classification model 
produces the final output based on the majority vote. 
 
Figure 2.9. Bootstrap and Aggregation in the Random Forest [23] 
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Figure 2.10.The process of Bagging regression model. The Mean means 
Aggregation [24] 
 
The RF is a fast model in the data training phase because of its great number of deci-
sion trees, but it is known as a slow algorithm in prediction when the dataset is trained. 
Therefore, we should maybe choose other algorithms for run-time performance and re-
al-time prediction. RF is a widely used model for most machine learning approaches. 
Some algorithms like the neural network algorithm can be better in some features such 
as better performance compared with the RF algorithm. But the neural network algo-
rithm is time-consuming, while RF, with easy and quick development, is an efficient 
algorithm for various features like categorical, numerical, and binary, making it a flexi-
ble algorithm. Overall, RF is a fast, simple, robust, and diverse algorithm with easy and 
quick development that we can apply for both regression and classification tasks [25]. 
 
XGBoost: When we want to talk about performance and speed for supervised learning 
tasks, XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) is another efficient algorithm that is a 
tree-based algorithm. XGBoost can be used for classification and regression tasks in 
machine learning challenges when we have a structured dataset with small or medium 
size. For example, the countless of decision trees causes to overfitting issue and model 
complexity. XGBoost algorithm can eliminate these problems through Ridge regression 
and Lasso regression [26]. This algorithm is capable of managing missing values by un-
derstanding the missing values' trend. This trend is gained through automatic "learning" 
from the best missing values in the "training" phase of the XGBoost algorithm. Using 
the automatic learning ability of XGBoost can also help to fix the problem of raw data 
sparse. 
Furthermore, the XGBoost structure includes a Cross-Validation (CV) function that 
this ability means we do not need to import the CV function from Scikit-Learn library 
[27]. XGBoost algorithm follows the ensemble learning [28] method (Figure 2.11) to 
predict the distance between the predicted values and the actual values. In contrast with 
machine learning method that uses one hypothesis based on each data training phase 
(base learners or individual models), the ensemble learning method uses several learners 
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and make a combination of hypothesis to create a sample for more precise prediction or 
predictive model. The ensemble models include several base learners in which both 
training and testing phases are performed. In fact, because the base learners work based 
on a random guess, the XGBoost algorithms extract the poor performance of base learn-
ers from a combination of prediction of ensemble learners to gain excellent and precise 
final prediction. 
 
Figure 2.11.An ensemble learning method example [29] 
AdaBoost Regressor: An ensemble method and Boosting are two essential features 
of the AdaBoost algorithm. This algorithm uses the ensemble method to grow trees in 
regular series in the training phase and tries to improve the weak classifications by us-
ing the Boosting feature (Figure 2.12). It does this by Boosting the combination of pre-
vious weak classifications and trying to set a new strong combination of previous weak 
classifications into the new classification to alleviate the problems of the previous poor 
classification in the new sample. Decision trees that grow using the Boosting method 
and form new classifications are called "stump". In this case, each tree is trained so that 
it pays particular attention only to the weaknesses and challenges of its previous tree. 
This model works based on this hypothesis that making a new model from the previous 
weak models can create a new powerful model that ensemble learning produces sequen-
tially. In the regression problems, the AdaBoost algorithm computes and applies the 
Mean of these models made by Boosting and ensemble method [30]. 
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Figure 2.12.The new strong models are made by Boosting and ensemble 
learning techniques and the average of these models is used for regression 
as a final result or output [31] 
Indeed, the output or final predictor is a combination of all several predictors, includ-
ing their knowledge about the previous models or predictors. With this approach, each 
new model is more efficient than the previous model.  
 
Ridge Regressor: The regularized shape of linear regression is Ridge regression, one of 
the supervised learning algorithms. Ridge is a model tuning algorithm that can analyze 
every dataset that has a multicollinearity problem. When there is a high correlation be-
tween some input variables with other variables in the regression model, the dataset has 
the multicollinearity problem. This algorithm uses the L2 penalty technique (adding a 
squared magnitude of the coefficient to the loss function) to shrink some parameters like 
coefficient for those input variables that do not influence the model prediction [25], 
[32]. By limiting the size of all coefficients, the L2 penalty method tries to make these 
ineffective parameters smaller and makes them zero or omitted. Also, it decreases the 
complexity of the model because of coefficient shrinkage. So, the Ridge algorithm with 
the L2 penalty method can prevent the multicollinearity problem [17], [33]. This meth-
od is useful for feature selection when we have a great number of features in the input 
dataset because it declines or removes ineffective features. 
 
K- Nearest-Neighbors Regressor (KNN): One of the non-parametric algorithms ini-
tiated by Fix et al., 1951 [34] and then developed by Cover et al., 1967 [35] is the KNN 
algorithm (Figure 2.13) which is used for both classification and regression problems. 
Based on the performance of this algorithm, every data point gets a value or a weight. 
When a new data point is entered, the algorithm tries to find out how similar the new 
data point is to the training dataset points and assign a new value to this new input based 
on this similarity [36]. The KNN calculates the distance between the data points in the 
training set and the new input data point that is a new input or observation. This algo-
rithm is sensitive to the scale of the dataset because it works based on distance. There-
fore, before using this algorithm, we should consider the scale of our dataset. Because 
on a larger scale, it calculates the higher distances leading to the poor result. In this al-
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gorithm, the K is an integer value and parameter that points to the number of all nearest 
neighbors in the most of voting process steps. 
 
 
Figure 2.13. KNN regression plot by using n_neighbors = 1 / using more 
closest neighbor and prediction by computing the Mean of the relevant 
neighbors [37] 
 The important thing in the KNN for classification is that it calculates the Mode of 
nearest K neighbors, while in the regression, it computes the Mean of nearest K neigh-
bors. The KNN can store all the training samples and forecast numerical target values 
based on distance functions. In fact, in both regression and classification models, KNN 
works based on the distance functions. The simple functionality of the KNN for regres-
sion is to compute the mean of the numerical target values of the KNN. As mentioned 
above, this algorithm stores all training instances in memory because it does not have 
any special training phase. This can be a great advantage for this algorithm that can 
make predictions without using the training phase. But the problem arises when this al-
gorithm is computationally costly if the data is too large. Because this requires a lot of 
memory space and time to store all the training samples, it is also called a lazy algo-
rithm due to not having a particular training phase and storing all the training samples. 
The lack of a special training phase and a non-parametric algorithm makes the KNN an 
efficient algorithm for non-linear datasets [38].  
 
Long Short-Term Memory cells (LSTM): LSTM has been introduced to improve 
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Therefore, first, we introduce the concept behind 
RNNs. RNNs are other types of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in which the neurons 
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have connections to subsequent steps. Figure 2.14 demonstrates a simple RNN layer 
architecture. Like other ANNs, RNNs can have many hidden layers, or connections can 
have complex behaviors. 
 
Figure 2.14.The RNN architecture. The figure shows an RNN layer (left) 
and its unfolded schema (right) [39]  
In a standard ANN, the data goes through the input, hidden, and output layers, respec-
tively. While in RNN, the hidden layer receives information from both the current time 
step input layer and the prior time step hidden layer. In this way, the RNN can keep the 
past or historical information [36]. Recurrent networks are widely used in sequential 
data like time-series problems because this kind of network can consider the non-
linearity of sequences, preserve the previous state, and remember past events by con-
necting past and current neurons. This characteristic makes the RNN models very ap-
propriate for time-series prediction problems [40]. 
By training RNNs using backpropagation, through time, the vanishing and exploding 
gradient problems will happen. The exploding case occurs when the gradient factor in-
creases exponentially, making the model unstable because of a large change in the 
weights. On the other hand, the vanishing case is when the component decreased enor-
mously. The weight coefficients become very small, near-zero in this condition, and the 
model does not learn anything during the training. For tackling these problems and im-
proving the RNNs, some solutions were introduced; among them, LSTM was a success-
ful approach [41]. The structure of LSTM is depicted in Figure 2.15, and the abbrevia-
tions are described in Table 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.15. The LSTM structure [36]  
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Table 2.2. The abbreviations' description of LSTM 
𝑪(t-1): the cell state from the previous time step (t-1) 
𝑪(t): the cell state from the current time step (t) 
𝒙(𝑡): input data at current time step (t) 
h(t-1): hidden units' activation at previous time step (t-1) 
 
⨁: element-wise addition 
⊙: element-wise multiplication 
𝜎: sigmoid function 
Tanh: hyperbolic tangent function 
W: weight matrix 
b: bias vectors 
 
The LSTM is composed of three computation units called gates: 
• The input gate (i) is responsible for allowing the signal to update the “cell state” 
or not.  
• The forget gate (f) makes the cell keep its past state or ignore it. 
• The output gate (o) permits the cell state to influence other nodes in the layer or 
prevent that [42]. 
2.7.3 Regression Evaluation Metrics 
There is the fact that the ability of machine learning models in future prediction should 
be evaluated by some statistical metrics or measurements. We can use various metrics 
in the regression models to estimate prediction accuracy. In our regression models, we 
used some metrics like: 
 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE): measures the errors (differences) between predicted 
variables and the target, then calculates the absolute value of the average of the total 
errors of the predicted set [43]. Our study first estimates the MAE for each Device-ID 
based on time duration changing and choosing minimum MAE. After collecting all min-
imum MAE of all Device-IDs, we compare them and choose the least minimum MAE 
to find the best time duration for prediction. The lower the MAE value and the closer to 
zero, means that our model works better. Also, it is mentioned that we applied another 
type of MAE called RMAE (Root Mean Absolute Error), which is the value of the root 
of MAE.  
 
Mean Squared Error (MSE): Another popular regression metric that we use in our 
machine learning models is MSE that calculates the sum of square differences (error) 
between predicted values and target variables [44]. In summary, the purpose of training 
the machine learning model is to reduce the amount of loss function to gain a prediction 
that is precisely equal to the actual value. 
 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): Using RMSE (the root of MSE) helps find and 
handle the larger errors. Indeed, RMSE indicates how much our regression line is fit 
with the data points. The lower values of this measurement indicate better fit and higher 
accuracy for our predictive model [45]. 
 
Correlation Coefficient: This indicates how much variables relate to each other or 
how they relate. This value is a statistical measure and is always between (-1, +1). If the 
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linear correlation is very weak or the variables do not correlate, the Correlation Coeffi-
cient becomes (0). When the variables often move in the same direction, the Correlation 
Coefficient is (+1) because there is a perfect relationship and positive connection be-
tween variables, while (-1) shows the variables have a strong negative correlation or 
negative relationship [46]. This metric describes the dependency between our variables 
that prove how much of a change in one variable causes a change in another variable.  
 
Variance score: There are three kinds of variance: residual, regression, and total var-
iance. We utilize regression variance to investigate the degree of difference between 
actual data and our model. The goal of using this metric is to find the value error or dif-
ference of actual value from the mean of predicted data points through using the regres-
sion line rather than the mean to make the prediction. The Best possible value or score 
for variance is 1.0 and more than 60%. Lower values are worse and show that the data 
collected should be investigated or collected again. Perhaps some extra factors should 
be removed from the predictive model [47]. 
 
R-Squared (R2 or coefficient of determination): R2 calculates the proportion of vari-
ance to a dependent variable that is defined by variables in the regression model or in-
dependent variables. R2 for the multiple regression represents how much the data points 
are close to the regression line. This statistical measurement describes how the variance 
of one variable can explain the variance of another variable. The R2 value is the target 
variable variation value in the supervised learning that the linear model defines. This 
value is between 0 and 100%. The zero value means the model does not explain any 
variability of the target data. The 100% value shows that the model explains all variabil-
ity of target value around its mean [48]. 
2.7.4 Hyperparameters Optimize Machine Learning Models 
Hyperparameters are anything that is set before the training of the machine learning 
method begins. They are different from inner parameters. For example, in a neural net-
work model, the weights are not hyperparameters because they are set and updated in 
the training process. The batch size or optimizer functions are hyperparameters since 
they are placed before training begins and do not change during the model training 
phase. Since they control the training algorithm behaviors directly, they are crucial in 
machine learning studies. Also, they have a fundamental impact on the model perfor-
mance [49], [50]. Some simple machine learning models do not require any hyperpa-
rameters. While in some other algorithms, there are many hyperparameters, some may 
be dependent on the other ones. The execution time of model training and testing may 
depend on its hyperparameters configuration [51]. 
 
Hyperparameter Tuning (HPT): In machine learning, the process of finding hy-
perparameter values that have the highest performance concerning the execution time is 
called hyperparameter tuning (HPT) or optimization. This process is done before the 
training phase begins. There are a wide variety of hyperparameter iterations and combi-
nation options. In this regard, the HPT may be an exhaustive and time-consuming task  
[49]. Two main HPT methods exist: manual and automatic. Manual search performance 
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depends on the professional knowledge and experience of performers and should be 
done by expert users. This method cannot be applied when encountering high dimen-
sional data or algorithms with many hyperparameters, and it is not reproducible easily. 
Automatic search methods are good choices to overcome these drawbacks. Among au-
tomatic search methods, Grid Search is a popular method. It is an exhaustive search and 
trains the machine learning algorithm with every possible value set of defined hyperpa-
rameters and provides the best combination with the best performance by evaluating the 
performance of models according to the predefined metric [50]. 
2.7.5 ReactJS 
ReactJS is an open-source and frontend JavaScript library that is utilized to create a user 
interface. ReactJS is efficient and worthwhile due to its benefits and attributes. Some of 
its useful attributes are being declarative, fast, simple, flexible, scalable, building a web 
application, ability to communicate with old web servers like NGINX or Apache, ability 
to communicate with the backend like Rails, PHP, and letting you create a reusable and 
complex user interface from small parts of code (components) [52]. These remarkable 
traits lead every data scientist researcher to apply this frontend library to visualize 
JSON's data. 
2.8 Research Questions and Methodology 
In this study, the research section includes two parts. The first one comprises our re-
search approach and methodology about the study's machine learning part. The second 
one is a brief literature review addressing the studies using ReactJs for JSON data visu-
alization. In the first section, we use the new research methodology that is a combina-
tion of two methodologies, as we explain in the following.  
2.8.1 First Section: Machine Learning Research Approaches 
To achieve our goal of predicting the amount of water consumption, we shaped our re-
search by investigating many studies about energy consumption in both IoT technology 
and machine learning techniques. Finally, we decided not to talk about both technolo-
gies because this study is not just the Systematic Literature Review. It is unnecessary to 
focus on all techniques to deal with this issue. So, we continued our study toward con-
centrating on the machine learning models and algorithms. 
2.8.1.1 Research Question (RQs) 
Research Question 1  What are the characteristics of the dataset used in the 
energy and water consumption studies? 
Research Question 2  Which types of machine learning algorithms or mod-
els are efficient for analyzing water datasets and predicting water consump-
tion?  
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Research Question 3  What are the other possible methods used in addition 
to Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms in energy and water studies? 
Research Question 4  Which variables are influencing water consumption? 
Research Question 5  What are the evaluation metrics for measuring the 
performance of models in water consumption studies? 
2.8.1.2 Scholarly Sources and Search Strategy  
2.8.1.2.1 Data Resources 
In this section, the academic resources as are mentioned below were the basis of our 
research. 
• ScienceDirect 
• ACM Digital Library  
• Springer Link 
• IEEE Xplore Digital Library 
• Hindawi 
• Journal of Algorithms & Computational Technology 
2.8.1.2.2 Search Term 
After rounds of initial searches with various combinations of search terms, finally, we 
formulated the following search term, which was an efficient term for searching: 
 
("SENSOR" AND ("BIG DATA" OR "MACHINE LEARNING") AND ("CON-
SUMPTION" AND "ENERGY" AND ("WATER" OR "ELECTRICITY")) AND 
("CITY" OR "MUNICIPALITY")) 
2.8.1.2.3 Search Process 
Our search process is a combination of two techniques and includes four phases that 
results from the phases are described in Search Execution: 
Phase 1. First, we reviewed the abstract, introduction, and summary of the related ar-
ticles to our study. Then, we separated those papers that were more relevant to the sub-
ject matter studied. We finally transferred them into a reference manager known as 
Zotero. 
Phase 2. Then for scrutiny review, we scanned all the resources obtained from the 
first phase accessible to explore the studies' details further. Due to a more precise inves-
tigation in this step, we reviewed a few resources related to our field of research. 
Phase 3. Then we reviewed the remaining resources from previous phases based on 
the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) methodology to review and to perform our re-
sults. The results of this phase have been categorized in a data extraction form generated 
in an Excel file for streamlined accessibility. 
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Phase 4. In the final evaluation, we finalized our review by the combination of two 
techniques. To get closer to the studies that were precisely relevant to our research topic, 
we utilized the results of the SLR for doing Snowballing. As a result, we achieved ex-
actly related studies in this area by searching for a few references from the previous 
phase.  
2.8.1.3 Criteria as a Selection Tool 
This step presents our criteria for selecting and choosing resources and categorising 
them into two sections: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria (Table 2.3). 
 
✓ Inclusion Criteria  Exclusion Criteria 
 
✓ The studies which investigated 
the big data management 
obtained from sensor networks 
✓ The papers which referred to at 
least one machine learning 
algorithms  
✓ Studies related to sustainable 
smart cities  
✓ Focus on energy consumption, 
especially water consumption 
 
 The studies before 2009 
 Papers in a language other than 
English 
 Thesis, reports, books 
 The studies that are not relevant to our 
research like investigation security and 
Sensors' function  
 The studies that are not defined as 
reliable (such as web pages) 
 The inaccessible studies 
Table 2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion criteria for Machine Learning studies  
 
2.8.1.4 Research Methodology (SLR + Snowballing) 
2.8.1.4.1 Search Execution 
As Figure 2.16 shows, all the results have been achieved through the combined methods 
include the SLR and Snowballing technique on academic resources that we describe in 
the continuation of this section. 
The important and time-consuming part of search execution was the 2nd step results 
(Full-text Scanning for Literature Review) that include choosing one technology be-
tween machine learning and IoT technologies. After investigating some IoT scientific 
papers, we decided to focus on machine learning methods in the SLR technique. There-
fore, the number of results decreased because of removing IoT studies. The Snowball-
ing technique helped us utilize the references of the most relevant studies to find other 
related studies in this area based on our research criteria. After further review by Snow-
balling method ability, 15 related sources were added to our resources to get closer to 
the subject under study (Table 2.4). The results of these 27 scientific papers focusing on 
the hourly water consumption prediction are fully described in chapter 3. 
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Hindawi 1 1 0 1 0 
IEEE 8 6 6 0 0 
Springer 39 6 3 3 0 
Science Direct 173 12 0 4 14 
ACM 6 2 2 0 0 
Journal of Algorithms 
& Computational 
Technology 
0 0 0 0 1 
246 27 11  8 15  
Research Execution  26 
Table 2.4. The result of Research Execution 
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2.8.2 Second Section: The ReactJs Research Approaches 
2.8.2.1 Data Flow Display by the ReactJs 
Facebook has developed ReactJs in JavaScript. That is a frontend web application and 
JavaScript library used as a graphical interface to display data. It has reusable compo-
nents, which mean it can accept different arbitrary inputs and then show a React com-
ponent as an output on the screen. Scalable framework, reusable UI components, stable 
code with regular updates are just some of the functional characteristics of ReactJs that 
make it an efficient interactive web app for users. 
2.8.2.2 Scholarly Sources and Search Strategy  
2.8.2.2.1 Data Resources 
The results were collected from well-known academic research sources such as: 
• ScienceDirect 
• ACM Digital Library  
• Springer Link 
• IEEE Xplore Digital Library 
2.8.2.2.2 Search Term 
After trying different search terms, we reached desired results by this search terms 
about using the ReactJs functionality in data visualization.  
 
("ReactJs "AND" DATA VISUALIZATION" AND "SENSOR" AND "MACHINE 
LEARNING" AND ("TIME-SERIES DATA" OR "JSON") AND "ENERGY" AND 
("WATER" OR "ELECTRICITY") AND" CONSUMPTION") 
2.8.2.2.3 Search Process 
Phase 1. Among 41 studies found, we tried to select the papers relevant to our study's 
aims with a brief overview. Then we transferred articles with the relevant topics, ab-
stracts, or introduction to our research to the Zotero. 
Phase 2. We scanned all the relevant studies from the previous phase that we accessed 
to examine the obtained resources. Therefore, we reviewed a few numbers of studies to 
get closer to useful information and data. 
Phase 3. The extracted data from relevant studies were transferred to the Excel sheets 
for quick access. 
2.8.2.2.4 Criteria as a Selection Tool 
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✓ Inclusion Criteria  Exclusion Criteria 
 
✓ The studies which investigated 
the ReactJs functionality  
✓ The papers which referred to 
the sensor networks in smart 
cities 
✓ Focus on JSON data 
visualization  
 The studies before 2009 
 Discard papers in a language other 
than English 
 Thesis, reports, books 
 The studies that are not defined as 
reliable (such as web pages) 
 The inaccessible studies 
Table 2.5. Inclusion and Exclusion criteria for ReactJs studies 
2.8.2.3 Research Methodology (SLR) 
2.8.2.3.1 Search Execution 
To prove the ReactJS capabilities, we applied the SLR methodology to find papers with 
a similar context to our studies. Therefore, we achieved several efficient and persuasive 




Figure 2.17. SLR methodology for ReactJs studies 
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Chapter 3  Related Work 
3.1 Overview 
Our research is based on energy consumption management with a focus on water con-
sumption management. It should be mentioned that first, we considered some studies 
about power or other types of energy consumption management with machine learning 
approaches as the general scope of this study. Then we conducted further research to 
focus only on machine learning capabilities in predicting the amount of hourly water 
consumption.   
HydroSense study by Froehlich et al., 2009 [53] provided a simple and low-cost solu-
tion for estimating a home’s water consumption using a non-intrusive sensor in every 
valve. They continuously analyzed water pressure when every valve is closed or opened 
(especially in the kitchen sink, toilet, and shower). They measured the pressure of water 
waves in valves emitted to sensors, and they also tried to calculate the amount of water 
used in a piece of water infrastructure based on how large the pressure drop was. This 
study implemented a HydroSense sensor at any outlet or usual water spigot. It used ma-
chine learning approaches to evaluate the labeled data collected by sensors related to 10 
houses in 4 cities with different plumbing systems, ages, and styles. They applied linear 
regression to analyze the stream of residual trials in the test set and the cross-validation 
technique and achieved 97.9% accuracy. 
Somontina et al., 2018 [54] investigated a non-intrusive and single-point method to 
monitor the monthly water consumption of a house. The purpose of their study was 
summarized in 3 sections: measuring home water consumption in real-time with a non-
intrusive sensor, identifying fixture and faucet, and calculating the cost and volume of 
household water consumed in one month. RF as a machine learning algorithm was ap-
plied in this study to measure the amount of water consumed, that the accuracy present-
ed by this algorithm was 92.9%.  
One review based on using the state-of-the-art application of machine learning meth-
ods was conducted by Seyedzadeh et al., 2018 [55] to predict buildings energy con-
sumption. They hypothesized that increasing the energy efficiency of new buildings 
could reduce the level of global warming risk. They investigated machine learning 
models such as ANN, SVM, Gaussian-based regressions, and clustering for finding the 
most suitable model to improve the energy performance. They found out that ANN has 
been vastly utilized in energy prediction, and it is efficient for data relates to tempera-
ture and humidity prediction. Although ANN is an efficient tool for energy modelling 
with reliable forecasting in buildings, the structured energy modelling by ANN cannot 
support a local smallest problem because it requires the precise choice of sampling from 
samples, the precise choice from network structure, and accurate setting of parameters. 
In contrast, SVM is powerful to create a model with a few samples and parameters. 
Gaussian process (GP) and SVM, through few parameters, can present acceptable per-
formance, and clustering as an unsupervised learning method can classify the buildings 
based on their different features instead of solely utilizing their type or structure.  
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Another study by Sornam et al., 2018 [56] presented information about the im-
portance of data mining approaches to create greener and smarter structures in smart 
cities. This research reviewed different data mining algorithms to predict energy con-
sumption to have a greener environment and smarter buildings. For data analysis, they 
followed seven steps that one of them was data mining to discover an efficient pattern. 
They stated that 1) SVM can be efficient for classification of non-linear and linear data, 
2) Decision Tree is a robust algorithm for rules' extraction from data collected by sen-
sors, 3) Neural Network is used for commentary improvement of the trained network, 4) 
meta-algorithms like ensemble method through the ability of the combination of some 
machine learning algorithms just in one model can decline variance and enhance the 
level of accuracy in predictions, 5) Sliding window can be a useful method for analyz-
ing the flow of data collected by sensors, and as a result, the data mining with the utili-
zation of machine learning techniques can tackle huge dataset.  
Fernández et al., 2016 [57] studied the role of big data on the management of energy 
efficiency in smart homes. They stated that according to a 2011 European Commission 
statement, economic planning could reduce the amount of energy consumed in build-
ings by customers by up to 40 percent of total energy consumption. In this study, the 
role of different machine learning algorithms was investigated to find the most suitable 
model for managing big data which predicted users' weekly energy consumption. Their 
purpose was to examine various machine learning techniques on raw data produced by 
the smart home to collect useful information for energy efficiency enhancement. Their 
study's structure was shaped on four modules; one of these modules was machine learn-
ing which included three sections 1) applying a supervised classifier, clustering tech-
niques, and some weighted algorithms with 74 % accuracy for recognition data used by 
each device 2) ability to investigate and process the recorded data about the users' ener-
gy consumption helps to specify consumption patterns to give some suggestions to other 
users who are acting like this to modify energy consumption habits, and 3) prediction of 
this energy consumption pattern with 90% accuracy by using machine learning tech-
niques. The experiment conducted in this study explained how the big data process 
could manage the various huge volume of datasets by machine learning support to cate-
gorize, store, and analysis the information based on needs. Furthermore, the techniques 
and methods examined for using and evaluating data generated in smart homes are also 
generalizable to other smart environments similar to the smart homes in the project.  
The study by Vafeiadis et al., 2017 [58] applied machine learning approaches for oc-
cupancy recognition about the data collected by smart meters such as water or power 
consumption sensors in an internal environment. Their goal was based on an experiment 
on the water and power sensors dataset to determine occupation status by expressing 
two states, such as presence or absence. In this experiment, the amount of water or elec-
tricity used by residents is considered as a measure of occupation because the consump-
tion showed residents are in the building or not. Some machine learning algorithms 
which were used in this study are Decision Tree (with AdaBoost) with the best accuracy 
around 80.94%, SVM-POLY (the Polynomial) with 79.83% accuracy, SVM-RBF with 
80.06% accuracy, Random Forest with 80.23% accuracy, and ANNs (the backpropaga-
tion algorithm) with 80.21% accuracy. As a result, they stated that using machine learn-
ing abilities and techniques can have satisfactory results for dealing with the occupancy 
recognition challenge.  
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Li et al., 2009 [59] investigated the energy consumption of 59 households in China. 
Their goal was based on using machine learning algorithms to predict energy that was 
consumed by residents annually. They considered 50 houses as sample sets and the rest 
of the nine houses as a testing sample for applying three neural networks models such as 
GRNN (General Regression Neural Network), BPNN (Backpropagation Neural Net-
work), RBFNN (Radial Basis Function Neural Network), and SVM model. The experi-
ment conducted in these 59 houses showed that both machine learning models were ef-
ficient for predicting electricity consumption. The prediction accuracy by GRNN was 
better than other Neural Networks models, and SVM had the best with an error of less 
than 10%. As a result, they stated that the “structure risk minimization (SRM) principle, 
which is the most outstanding feature of SVM, is implemented to minimize the upper 
bound of the generalization error rather than the training error, which is applied in 
neural networks” [59].  
Zhao et al., 2010 [60] utilized Energy Plus software to model energy consumption for 
several buildings. They implemented the machine learning techniques like the SVM al-
gorithm and the Gaussian RBF Kernel to create a prediction model. Their target was to 
save energy by predicting energy consumption based on complicated parameters in 
buildings. Some of these important involvement parameters of each house included 
Cooling type, Air infiltration, Thermal Zones, Structure, Duration, some facilities like 
light or water heater, Heating type, People, Fenestration surface, Building Shape, and 
Location. In fact, in this research, they examined several SVMs in a simultaneous exe-
cution, the RBF for the training phase and SVR. They applied the Pisvm tool to increase 
the speed of the model training phase on a huge dataset. They conducted three research 
that first tested the ability of SVMs techniques to predict and analyze the energy con-
sumption by every building. Then they investigated several buildings considering their 
structural details, and finally, in the third step, parallel SVMs were examined on a huge 
dataset of several different buildings. They stated that although this assessment based on 
simulation building with the historical dataset is not enough and investigation with real-
time energy data in different kinds of houses could be better to have more accurate and 
better results close to the actual situation; this experiment proved that SVMs and SVR 
had the best results for this study. Indeed, in machine learning techniques for improving 
accuracy, the number of collected data should be increased. Following that, the time for 
analyzing this huge dataset will increase, and the training phase takes a long period for 
exploring all the buildings' datasets. To enhancement this challenge, they chose to de-
crease the learning time by using parallel SVMs execution. The SVM was the best ap-
proach to analyze a huge energy dataset by reducing the average training sets, and SVR 
had a good result for evaluating the amount of energy consumption by selecting the 
most influential parameters in their study.  
One Review of sustainable and renewable energy was conducted by Zhao et al., 2012 
[61] that investigated the effect of some factors on energy consumption prediction in 
buildings. Their goal was based on this issue that some factors such as Heating, ventila-
tion, and air conditioning system change their behavioral function, occupancy, and 
lighting create complicated conditions for the high level of accuracy in the energy con-
sumption prediction. Therefore, their reasearch investigated previous studies that pro-
vided some AI models (ANN and SVM algorithms), simple or complex engineering 
models, and statistical methods. After evaluating the studies about energy consumption 
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prediction, they presented the results of their study in one table, which included some 
features such as the complexity of a model, the simplicity of applying, the speed of per-
formance, required input parameter, and the level of accuracy. 
 
Techniques Results 
Simplified Engineering This technique includes a high level of accuracy and 
complexity. Moreover, it is easy for applying and needs 
simple parameters as the input. 
Elaborate or complex 
Engineering 
However, the level of accuracy is remarkably high. The 
level of complexity is also high with low running speed, 
and it is not easy for applying and needs input with detail. 
SVM Although this technique is not easy for applying with a 
low speed of running, with a high level of complexity, 
and utilizes historical data, the level of accuracy is re-
markably high. 
ANN ANN is not easy for applying with a high level of com-
plexity and utilizes historical data parameters as the input 
but has high running speed with a high level of accuracy. 
Statistical This technique is easy for applying with fair accuracy, 
fair complexity and uses historical data parameters as the 
input. Moreover, it includes high running speed. 
 
Another research in 2009 has investigated the effect of using SVM to improve energy 
efficiency by predicting the energy consumed through a cooling load in buildings. Hou 
et al. [62] examined the ability and possibility of SVM and neural network algorithms 
on a real HVAC (Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) system in Nan Zhou (China) 
for predicting the cooling load. The challenging part of HVAC parameters assessment is 
that the parameters are different in type and time. HVAC is a non-linear system in 
which all these items should be considered for the cooling load assessment in every 
house. Based on this goal, they assessed the SVM capability by considering two im-
portant factors, C and ε, conducted by a step-by-step search method based on the RBF 
Kernel. Implementing the SVM showed that δ2 and C have the main role in the output 
of this algorithm, so they should be chosen with the ideal value because the SVM is af-
fected by the value of both. Their study had an excellent result solely with 4% for the 
mean value of the error.  
Ahmad et al., 2014 [63] conducted a review about applying the SVM and ANN algo-
rithms to predict electricity energy consumption in buildings. They stated that these two 
methods had remarkable results in the energy consumption prediction in previous re-
search. The combination of these methods can be another approach to increase the level 
of prediction accuracy. Therefore, their goal was to compare the result of this combina-
tion which includes GLSSVM (Group Least Square SVM), with some single algorithms 
like ANN, GMDH (Group Method of Data Handling), and LSSVM (Least Square 
SVM). Their research showed that based on GMDH and LSSVM's ability to analyse 
and predict with the most accuracy, the combination of these could manage every non-
linear issue and increase the level of time-series prediction accuracy in energy con-
sumption for buildings.  
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Benedetti et al., 2016 [64] examined an innovative methodology about using adaptive 
algorithms and ANN in energy consumption. One methodology for several goals such 
as controlling energy consumption by automation system activation, maintaining the 
model's accuracy implemented over time, providing two ways to re-enable automatic 
recovery, and careful evaluation of retraining ways over time, that all the methods are 
based on ANN algorithms applying. Continuous analysis and updating of data are very 
important items in managing energy consumption, which requires workforce, effort, and 
time. Although to deal with this issue, machine learning techniques can be an efficient 
approach to resolve the complicated problem, the reliability and accuracy of the ma-
chine learning model face a downtrend over time. Therefore, they examined an innova-
tive approach to improve this defect to utilize one automation system for controlling and 
estimating energy consumption exactly. In three parts, first, they investigated and 
trained three various structures of ANN to choose the best structure for creating an effi-
cient tool for controlling energy consumption. And finally, they provided a method to 
estimate how long it was possible to maintain the model's reliability and accuracy with a 
minimum of data collected because the massive dataset is not always accessible. They 
stated some reasons for decreasing the accuracy in models for energy consumption were 
based on an unexpected alteration of the external situation, behavior changes in the sys-
tem’s structure that happened by itself and taking a long duration after training. Their 
results proved that their methodology included the advantages that the ANN structure 
made was the most efficient structure for their purpose. With the ability to automate the 
operation, this methodology could investigate the defects and identify the model for de-
tecting a sudden problem.  
Another ANN model applied by Wong et al., 2010 [65] investigated for energy con-
sumption in office buildings. They examined this machine learning algorithm to evalu-
ate the amount of energy consumed by devices that were worked with electrical energy 
every day. In this study, Energy Plus was applied to simulate energy consumption and 
create the database structure. Nine input variables were considered for use in the ANN 
model divided into three categories: one parameter for specifying the day of the week, 
four-parameter for outdoor climate situations, and four-parameter assigned to the office 
building envelope. Four nodes were considered at the external layer of the ANN model 
for evaluating the amount of energy consumed by chilling devices, heating system, 
lighting, and every device that were worked with the electrical energy. To assess the 
hydrological model's ability to predict energy consumption, they investigated the results 
of the Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient that were 0.994, 0.940, 0.993, and 
0.996. Since the best returns occur when the NSE is equal to one of the nearest digits to 
one, they obtained the best result in this study that showed the perfect fit of the model 
with the data collected.  
Brentan et al., 2017 [66] proposed a hybrid model for online urban water demand 
forecast in the short term. This model consisted of two components: an offline model 
using SVR as a prediction base and an online Fourier series process for adjusting pre-
diction deviation. Using an SVR model could describe the general behavior of the daily 
demand, but not the pattern at the peaks (max or min values). Besides, by launching the 
Adaptive Fourier series (AFS) on the SVR model, which updates the forecast result in 
about real-time, they could improve offline model predicted values. In this research, a 
Grid Search Method (GSM) was developed to tuning the hyperparameters (C and ϵ). 
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Then the deviation between predicted values and observations was computed. Since 
human behavior is different on various days of the week, water consumption is different 
on weekdays compared to weekends. Also, the holidays have different patterns. This 
was taken into account in this paper by including the calendar information. 
A sample of 570 days of data was used for the training phase, and then the data of the 
following 400 days were taken for prediction. Afterwards, a new input of 140-day sam-
ples of water demand data was used for the model validation process. Finally, for test-
ing the model performance, fresh 30-day data was used. Furthermore, the cross-
correlation between weather variables (temperature, air humidity, wind velocity, and 
rain) and water demand time-series was investigated, which showed that the correla-
tions between these variables exist. The MAE% (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), the 
RMSE, and the R2 were used to assess the final output of the proposed model (SVR 
prediction and the AFS). The largest deviations were observed at the maximum and 
minimum points. In the end, the comparison between the result of the suggested model 
with the real water demand showed that the AFS was successful in forecasting the devi-
ations, and it improved the results of the offline model. Here, constant CPU time for the 
AFS model (16.5 seconds) and the algorithm agility allowed near real-time prediction. 
The authors claimed that this hybrid model would be a major tool for water utilities be-
cause the online feature supports the performance of water distribution systems (WDSs), 
leading the operators to execute efficiently and save water.  
Another research on forecasting hourly urban water demand was done by Herrera et 
al., 2010 [67]. They used a series of predictive models for forecasting water demand. 
The data they used was non-linear time-series data. Therefore, they have applied several 
machine learning algorithms suitable for non-linear predictions such as ANN, PPR 
(Projection Pursuit Regression), MARS (Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines), 
SVR (with RBF Kernel) and Random Forest. The ANN model consisted of one hidden 
layer in a feed-forward neural network and a back-propagation process. Furthermore, 
they have tried to launch a simple heuristic model as a baseline for comparing other 
more complex algorithms based on the weighted demand profile arising from the ex-
ploratory data analysis. This model consisted of two parts: the first part reflected the 
regular behavior while the second part adjusted this early prediction. In this work, be-
sides water consumption information, the values of weather variables such as tempera-
ture, wind velocity, millimetres of rain, atmospheric pressure were considered. To pre-
dict future demand using past data, they have proposed a procedure by designing a 
Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate the performance of predictive models. For evaluat-
ing models' performance, RMSE and MAE metrics were used as well as two non-
dimensional metrics being more responsive to systematic errors, named the Nash–
Sutcliffe efficiency and a modified version of Nash–Sutcliffe. Moreover, they exploited 
the advantage of using Monte Carlo simulation to ensure that estimations of metrics are 
unbiased and various model construction strategies were considered to carry out the 
structure of data shifts. In this research, the outcomes showed that accurate results were 
achieved by the SVR model, followed by MARS and PPR, and Random Forest, while 
the performance of neural networks was disappointing.  
Chen et al., 2016 [68] also studied urban water consumption prediction by imple-
menting a conjunction model (named W-RFR) of multiple Random Forest algorithms 
composed of Random Forest regression (RFR) and wavelet transform. The First Raw 
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data were divided into low and high-frequency components with DWT (Discrete Wave-
let Transformation). Then the RFR was applied using each sub-series. Finally, the 
summation of all predicted time-series was considered as the final output. MAPE (Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error), R (Correlation Coefficient), TS (Threshold Static), and 
NRMSE (Normalized RMSE) were used for evaluating the performance of the model. It 
is concluded that the W-RFR model could forecast the daily urban water consumption 
more accurately than the single model and capture the basic dynamics of water con-
sumption.  
Zhang et al., 2018 [69] proposed an effective method in forecasting water table depth 
to help make management decisions. In this research, 14 years of time-series data were 
used. Then a Lasso regression was applied to the data to select important variables. In 
this way, only five variables were selected from the original data. The proposed model 
was employed to forecast water table depth from the input variables: monthly water di-
version, evaporation, precipitation, temperature, and time. In this study, the authors de-
veloped a two-layer LSTM-based model that contained an LSTM layer with another 
fully connected layer on top of the LSTM layer. Also, a dropout method was applied in 
the LSTM layer. After that, the results from this proposed model were compared to the 
traditional FFNN (feed-forward neural network) model and a Double-LSTM model. 
The 14 years of data were divided into two sets: 12 years as the training set and the rest 
as the validation set. In this study, RMSE and R2 scores were used for measuring per-
formance. By comparing the results gained from the proposed model with the results 
obtained by launching the FFNN model, this study showed that the proposed model 
could learn past information well and achieve acceptable scores. Moreover, a compari-
son of scores gained by the Double-LSTM model and the proposed model proved that 
the proposed model had more robust results on time-series and the dropout method suc-
cessfully prevented overfitting. Therefore, the authors concluded that their model could 
play an essential role in studying water table depth prediction, specifically when obtain-
ing the data is difficult.   
Nasser et al., 2020 [70] presented a system for both data acquisition and prediction of 
short and long-term water consumption. In this context, the designed system consisted 
of two main parts. In the first part, and for data acquisition, a smart water meter was 
used to send data to the Cloud, and a solution for real-time data gathering was presented. 
The aggregated datasets were analyzed based on machine learning techniques to fore-
cast water demand in the second part. They modelled three different LSTM architec-
tures with one, two, and three recent time steps to predict the next time step. The results 
showed that the LSTM architecture with three inputs performed better than other archi-
tectures. Moreover, SVR (with a Gaussian RBF Kernel) and RF models were launched 
on similar datasets. The authors stated that the reason to select SVR and RF is that SVR 
is a popular method in water demand prediction problems; at the same time, RF is a 
successful algorithm in time-series prediction problems. The MAE, RMSE, and 
MAAPE (Mean Arctangent Absolute Percentage Error) accuracy metrics were used as 
evaluation criteria. According to the results, the LSTM with three inputs outperformed 
the other LSTM architectures as well as the SVR and the RF models.  
Dufour et al., 2016 [71] studied heating and hot water consumption predictions in two 
levels: anticipation level and reactive level. The first one proposed a forecast for every 
hour in one day, while the latter provided the forecast for the next hour. The supervised 
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learning methods were utilized, composed of tree ensemble predictors. The model con-
sisted of 30 decision trees, each trained on a different randomly selected subseries. 
Therefore, there existed an ensemble model of different decision tree models as output 
models. The majority voting was used for the final prediction. In this paper, the authors 
have focused on predicting hot water consumption by the heating and hot water con-
sumption data. According to the results, the proposed model performed well on this da-
taset. For the heating prediction model, several variables were included in the prediction 
of the heating, such as the hour, the heating consumption the previous hour, the maxi-
mum heating consumption the previous hour and the solar radiation predicted. For fore-
casting the hot water consumption, the determinant variables were the hour, the hot wa-
ter consumption the previous hour. The prediction results showed a correct estimation 
of about 91% for the given data, which showed an acceptable prediction in this context.  
Another approach to hourly water consumption prediction was made by Candelieri et 
al., 2015 [72]. They followed the prediction of hourly periodicity water demand in the 
short term by a data-driven, self-learning approach. This approach was composed of 
two sequential phases. In the first phase, the time-series clustering was done to define a 
limited set of general patterns. The clusters were identified according to Calinski-
Harabatz and Silhouette measures. After that, in the second phase, the SVR models for 
each cluster was launched to gain one prediction model. Thus, several SVR models 
were performed for prediction. Each cluster was assumed as a separate dataset in this 
stage, and all the SVR algorithms had the same input data. This approach was proposed 
at both aggregated and individual levels. In this study, the MAPE was used to measure 
the performance of the model. In this work, the size of the dataset was limited and was a 
barrier in identifying patterns and seasonality of data. The authors concluded that alt-
hough more data is needed, this approach is reliable.  
Ju et al., 2014 [73] used SVR models to forecast total water requirement. Two solu-
tions were proposed forecasting by SVR and ARMA model and the other forecasting by 
only time-series analysis (ARMA). In this paper, the authors presented four different 
models via SVR. Then, they measured the performance of models by the MSE criteria. 
Correlation analysis was used to remove some determining variables with less influence 
on the total water requirement to use fewer determining variables. In the first SVR 
model (with 29 determining variables), the total water requirement was defined by the 
determining variables of the same year. The second model (with 29 determining varia-
bles) was the total water requirement defined by the determining variables of next year. 
The third model (with eight determining variables) was that the total water requirement 
was defined by fewer determining variables of the same year and using correlation 
analysis. The fourth model (8 determining variables) was also a model of the total water 
requirement defined by fewer determining variables of last year and using correlation 
analysis. Comparing the results of these four models showed that the first model had the 
best results. So that, they selected the first model as their predictive model, and the pre-
dicted values were compared to the results from the ARMA model directly. They con-
cluded that both models could be a reasonable basis for predicting total water require-
ments on the given dataset.  
Another study about making a new system to predict hourly water consumption was 
done in 2019. The system designed by Bejarano et al. [74] took historical water con-
sumption data as input and delivered future water consumption forecasts as output. The 
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system consisted of two parts: a data pre-processing part and a prediction part. In the 
prediction part, two models were launched: GCRFs (sparse Gaussian Conditional Ran-
dom Fields) and LSTM. Both algorithms used similar datasets as train and test sets and 
predicted water consumption in 12 hours (in the future) from the data of the past 24 
hours. The authors claimed that an attractive characteristic of the designed system was 
that it only needed data of the past 24 hours, which made the proposed system computa-
tionally efficient during test time. Moreover, in this study, the performance of these two 
algorithms was compared with two baseline models: ARIMA (Auto-Regressive Inte-
grated Moving Average) and linear regression. According to the results, both algorithms 
could learn and capture non-linear dependencies, making the prediction more robust. 
Also, the performance evaluations showed that the designed system outperformed the 
baseline model's performance (ARIMA and linear regression models).  
Walker et al., 2015 [75] presented an ANN-based model to predict the hourly water 
consumption of households. In this paper, the authors followed the highest possible ac-
curacy with fewer possible inputs. Thus, a mix of actual and statistical values of domes-
tic water consumption was used as inputs. In this context, for predicting water usage at 
time t, an initial configuration consisting of three inputs were considered: the water con-
sumption at the previous timestep (𝑡 − 1), the average consumption during the last sev-
en days, and the current hour of the day. The predictive model consisted of a one hidden 
layer ANN algorithm, and the number of its neurons were defined by experiment to 
minimize this number. Since the study's goal is to predict the water usage at the next 
time step, the output layer contained one output neuron with a sigmoid activation func-
tion. Besides, an algorithm known as EA (evolutionary algorithm) was used for opti-
mizing network weights. Also, a leave-one-out cross-validation with eight folds was 
employed. Although the model could follow the data trend, it failed to match precisely 
at the peaks. They tried to improve their model performance by adding standard devia-
tion as new input, and in another try, they used only real historical values. The results 
were similar in all cases, and the model could not precisely predict the peak consump-
tion. The authors claimed that this inaccuracy was because of noise in the dataset, and 
the results were affected by such a noise. Based on our perception of this study, a lack 
of accuracy happened in timesteps when the water consumption was considerably high. 
This study shows that applying efficient methods of removing noise is essential in water 
consumption studies because the water consumption data is naturally noisy. 
Romano and Kapelan, 2014 [76] presented a methodology for adaptive WDF (Water 
Demand Forecasting) based on the water demand analysis. They designed a data-driven 
and self-learning DFS (Demand Forecasting System) by employing EANNs (Evolution-
ary ANN). In this study, the two WDF methods and four scenarios were launched to 
assess the DFS self-learning ability. The DFS was composed of four main modules: the 
data pre-processing module, the ANN optimization module, the ANN building module, 
and the WDF module (EANN). The first module provided the raw data, and then the 
ANN optimization module automatically chose the optimal ANN input configuration 
and ANN parameters. Finally, the ANN building and WDF modules were applied to 
launch the EANN model and make predictions. In this research, two different approach-
es were considered: the ensemble EANN (eEANN) and the recursive EANN (rEANN). 
In the first one, multiple models were launched parallelly to predict demands for differ-
ent hours of the day. In contrast, one model with a fixed horizon (for example, one hour) 
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was used recursively, in the latter. Moreover, four scenarios were examined; In scenario 
1, the ANN optimization module was used with launching the DFS updating weekly. In 
scenario 2, the ANN optimization module was applied without performing the DFS up-
dating weekly. In scenario 3, the model performed with launching the DFS updating 
weekly but without the ANN optimization module. Lastly, none of the ANN optimiza-
tion modules and the weekly DFS updating module was employed in the fourth scenario. 
The results showed that the proposed framework had good-quality predictions with less 
possible human involvement. It was also observed that the ensemble EANN (eEANN) 
performed slightly better than the recursive one (rEANN). However, it should be no-
ticed that rEANN still had relatively good results, and its implementation required little 
effort. Thus, it could be considered a useful model. The authors concluded that they 
proposed a generic model that could be used at different horizons (short or long-term) 
and with varying periodicities and the possibility of adding more variables. They also 
stated that this methodology could be applied in other water demand forecasting studies 
due to its generic characteristic.  
An ANN-based model to forecast the residential water end-use demand was devel-
oped by Bennett et al., 2013 [77]. To achieve this, first, they tried to define the main 
influencing factors on residential water demand. Then, an ANN model was employed, 
and the results were evaluated by some criteria such as RMSE, coefficient of determina-
tion (R2 score), the Absolute Relative Error (ARE), Average Absolute Error (AAE), 
Mann–Whitney Wilcoxon (MW) P-value. In summary, the proposed model was utilized 
to forecast consumption in these categories: toilet demand, clothes washer demand; 
shower demand; dishwasher demand; tap demand; and total internal demand. In the 
proposed methodology, three ANNs were employed: one radial basis function network 
and two feed-forward networks with a backpropagation approach, the activation func-
tion of a hidden layer was Sigmoid activation, and in the output layer, a linear activation 
was used. According to the results, all the models except the bath demand were produc-
ing a moderately accurate prediction. It is observed that these categories were responsi-
ble for more than half of the observed variance: the dishwasher demand, the clothes 
washer demand, and total internal demand. This study demonstrated that using ANN-
based methodology was suitable for producing residential water demand end-use pre-
diction models. Also, it was shown that the proposed model could be used in water de-
mand reduction retrofit programs.  
Tamang and Shukla, 2019 [78] explored the water consumption for dairy plants to 
optimize the water demand forecasts. The water usage from several units was used as 
the input data for the SVR model with RBF Kernel. The SVR algorithm was used be-
cause both the classification and regression models can be launched. In this study, 85% 
of the samples were used in the training step and 25% in the testing step. They evaluat-
ed the result of their model by using three metrics as R2 score, MSE, and RMSE. The 
predicted values were compared to the real consumption values, and it was observed 
that the predictions by the SVR model were very close to the actual values. SVR per-
formed well on small train and test samples and outperformed other statistical algo-
rithms requiring more datasets. Also, it worked effectively compared to a neural net-
work.  
All in All, by the literature review, we perceive that various algorithms were exploit-
ed to predict water consumption/demand. The study of water consumption prediction is 
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a branch of time-series forecast modelling. The regression methods have been used to 
predict time-series as the basic models for a long time. However, by the evolution of 
machine learning algorithms, the comparisons between the performance of statistical-
based models (like regression methods) and the performance attained using the machine 
learning algorithms were done, which proved that typically the latter had better results. 
The time-series data is non-linear and complex, and machine learning methods are ca-
pable of modelling non-linearity. In this context, it should be noticed that although SVR 
algorithms and Tree-based algorithms were very successful in this field, the simple 
ANN models have not obtained superior results compared to other machine learning 
algorithms and even the traditional statistical methods. As we examine in the related 
studies, despite successful modelling by machine learning algorithms, there is still a gap, 
which is associated with the fact that the models mentioned above cannot capture the 
sequential dependency between samples; therefore, we can see that the recent studies 
utilized the RNN models like LSTM which showed the best achievements. Moreover, it 
is discovered that using hybrid models consisting of a combination of different types of 
algorithms as well as ensemble models was a useful approach to gain accurate predic-
tions. It should be noted that according to our investigations about water consumption 
management, we did not observe such research in Norway to have been done on exam-
ining hourly water consumption prediction by machine learning and deep learning algo-
rithms. 
3.2 The ReactJs Related Work 
Table 3.1 briefly describes what others have done about applying ReactJs to visualize 
the JSON dataset in their studies.  
 
 
Study Title Authors Journal Application 






In this study, the structure was based on 
a LoRa network, and Google Cloud 
stores the time-series data that are 
JSON. They used the ReactJs ability to 
display the Heatmap component. The 
air quality data from the Cloud storage 
was accepted by the refillable user in-
terface's ReactJs component as an arbi-
trary input. And the output was the ap-
propriate scaled Heatmap point dis-
played by the ReactJs [79]. 
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Study Title Authors Journal Application 







They tried to record and display energy 
usage from various energy resource data 
to find out the Co2 emission level. The 
ReactJs as the main JavaScript library 
was chosen to visualize existing re-
sources. For example, users can select 
the desired location like a specific cli-
matic zone or resource then visualize 
the data flow about humidity, tempera-
ture, and so forth [80]. 
A LoRa Mesh Net-






Due to the useful feature of the LoRa in 
sending data over long distances, they 
made a tracking application. Therefore, 
they applied the ReactJs with Hook-
based architecture to visualize the data 
related to the location and tracking, in-
cluding geographic visualization of 
nodes' position [81]. In this study, coor-











They used the ReactJs as a web inter-
face for JSON dataset visualization to 
display the data flow from sensors lo-
cated in every room about the level of 
gas, light, temperature, and humidity 
[82]. 
A framework for 
using calibrated 
campus-wide build-
ing energy models 
for continuous 
planning and green-







In this study, the web application struc-
tured by ReactJs receives and displays 
the JSON data. Indeed, when the user 
selects a specific building, the data pre-
sent the annual energy usage level in 
every building. Changing the color gra-
dient shows the type of building and the 
amount of energy [83]. 
Occurrences Man-









This study used recorded urban events 
data like water, garbage, energy, roads, 
traffic, environment, forest, and so forth 
to anticipate the urban events in the near 
future by using AI algorithms and ma-
chine learning abilities. They created a 
web application to warn people about 
likely events in the city. The ReactJs as 
a graphical visualization tool was se-
lected considering the reusability of 
some code to depict an overview of the 
urban events [84]. 
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IoT-Based Air-
Pollution Hazard 
Maps Systems for 








This study included gateways that have 
communication with sensor nodes net-
work, and after collecting data by the 
sensors, gateways sent the data to the 
Cloud using the internet connection. 
The ReactJS displayed the data collect-
ed about CO, temperature, dust, CO2 
concentration to visualize the amount of 
these suspended particles in the air for 
users. Therefore, the users can select a 
specific gateway to access information 
about the level of air pollution in differ-
ent points of the city on the map [85]. 
Table 3.1.The summary of the ReactJS studies 
It should be mentioned that, although we raised the issue of the use of ReactJs, we did 
not apply it in our study because the machine learning part was very time-consuming, 
and our focus was on this issue. Another reason for not using ReactJs was that the sug-
gestion about the ReactJs in this study was just a remarkable road map for other re-
search that would work on developing an efficient tool for visualizing the energy data 
like water consumption data in the JSON data type. 
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Chapter 4  Methodology 
4.1 Strategy & Analytic Approach 
It is important to specify the goals of the project and the project's context. To achieve the 
goals, we should use an efficient strategy. This strategy helps us identify problems well, 
leading us towards appropriate answers for the issues expressed in the study. Therefore, 
we utilized the Foundational methodology structure [86], [87], the most common model 
in the data science area. The data science methods are a set of phases that can be repeated 
to achieve the best result. An analytic approach is chosen based on the type of questions. 
These steps work based on an ideal analytical approach to discovering the most accurate 




Figure 4.1.Our methodology structure based on the Foundational methodology 
structure 
In this section, we express the problems by raising Research Questions in the context 
of machine learning techniques and statistics. Based on the research done in previous 
studies mentioned in the literature review section and answering the Research Questions, 
it was decided to use machine learning methods for data management and future predic-
tion in the first phase of our study. This study was supposed to predict the future con-
sumption of Sarpsborg city by hourly investigating the water consumption rate that, for 
example, we can apply a regression algorithm. Our objective was to examine the effect of 
some features based on hourly water consumption that we were producing by feature en-
gineering in the data preparation section. Our approach can be used to compare some sea-
sons like summer and winter, weekends, working days, and the national holidays as some 
features, along with the investigation of their effect on water consumption. We followed 
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the steps below to determine and predict the average hourly water consumption and 
achieve this goal by machine learning models. 
4.2 Data Analysis 
The first step is to consider the data structure as the main foundation of every machine 
learning process that can keep us on the right track to create the most efficient prediction 
model. In the previous phase, the chosen analytic approach determines the Data Re-
quirement, Data Collection, and Data Presentation (Visualization) that we explain all 
these three items in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.2.Data Analysis Road Map 
 
4.2.1 Data Discovery 
4.2.1.1 Data Requirement  
We investigated what information we need, how we can access this information or data, 
what type of data we have access to, why we need this dataset, and who has access or re-
sponsibility to the recorded data. The answers to these questions based on the aim of our 
study can be expressed in the following. We paid attention to information and data format 
content based on our research and the analytic approach. In this project, we required in-
formation about the rate of hourly water consumption by every house or industrials' loca-
tion based on the date and time. Although the Sarpsborg municipality had main responsi-
bility and access to the recorded water dataset and they gave confidential private access 
to us for using available data on the Azure Cloud, almost always, we received the record-
ed data in the CSV format; therefore, we did not need to refer to the Azura regularly. As 
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the type of independent variable was categorical, we required this hourly categorical da-
taset to investigate the flow of consumption and predict the consumption of water at a 
specific time. Therefore, the required data are the same as the properties of the recorded 
water data, such as the volume or amount of consumption that is considered a feature. 
Then we gathered water data that includes some water consumption features such as 
measurement time, water consumption value, and the Device-IDs.  
4.2.1.2 Data Collection (DEFA Structure) 
After the data requirement phase, when we collected all data based on the study's re-
quirements about water consumption prediction mentioned in the previous section, we 
had a clear perspective of what things we need to create a model based on the goal of our 
study. Based on what we want to predict and how we want to do that, we considered how 
much the data is available and how we could gain the data required. We spent time dis-
covering the data and data resources to achieve the best result for the expressed problem 
in the study. Therefore, we gathered the data from different resources to classify and or-
ganize according to the recorded date and date of data collection. Once we collected and 
organized the data recorded, we searched related data to enter the analysis phase. This 
step helped us create one record from the past data, and by using data analysis, we could 
find iterative patterns in the past events that lead us towards future predictions. Indeed, 
we created our predictive model based on these data patterns to predict the future of water 
consumption in Sarpsborg city. It can be claimed that the efficient predictive model is 
built based on the quality of data collected and the data prepared. Figure 4.3 shows the 
DEFA process for data gathering, which is used in this study.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.DEFA structure, the data collection process. (modified from [88]) 
If necessary, we revised the available data and tried to gain more data. For example, 
the data collected by the Sarpsborg municipality was the JSON data type collected by the 
LoraWan network sensor in 247 locations like houses and some industrial places. This 
dataset was recorded on the Azure Cloud computing service, and Data collecting has 
started from the sixth month of 2020 so far that the data was recorded hourly. In this 
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study, we wanted to investigate the effect of some seasons on water consumption. So, we 
needed more data about water consumption in the first and second half of the year to as-
sess the impact of cold and hot weather on water consumption and collected more data 
from resources. In this situation, we went back to the data source, LoraWan Sensors, 
filled gaps, and collected the required data to improve our dataset to get accurate answers 
to the study questions. In the following steps with data analysis, integrating, reducing, 
and formatting, we could prepare the data to enter the next phase, the modelling step.  
4.2.1.3 Feature (Variable) Selection  
There are many input variables that we should choose the most relevant to our target var-
iable. Extraneous input variables are time-consuming in the computational process, mis-
lead algorithm processing flow, and distract its trend. Therefore, by reducing redundant, 
unnecessary, and irrelevant input variables, we can improve the performance and accura-
cy of the machine learning model. Also, we can decrease the computational process time. 
The focus should be on the attributes related to the expressed problem solution in the 
study. The more appropriate data with the model leads us towards higher accuracy in the 
prediction. Thus, we used the feature selection technique to prevent losing time and re-
duce the quality of model performance. 
There are two types of variables known as target variables (supervised) and indirect 
variables (unsupervised). Target variables have a leading role in prediction, while indirect 
variables do not have any influential output variables in prediction. In our study, we con-
sidered and chose the date and time (Measurement Time), the amount of water consump-
tion (Value), and the identification number of each sensor (Device-ID) as significant fea-
tures or variables.  
4.2.2 Data Preparation and Transformation 
After data collection and data assessment, it is time to transform the raw data into data 
that algorithms can use in the machine learning model. This step is a wondering trip for 
understanding the context of data until future predictions. So, we should find the right 
data. The most important, complicated and time-consuming task in machine learning pro-
jects is to consider the data structure because collected data includes an unexpected range 
of values, missing values, incorrect combination of data, and so forth. We require data 
preparation to transform the raw data into accurate and acceptable data for machine learn-
ing models and future predictions. Therefore, data pre-processing is necessary for every 
machine learning project with data cleaning, data reduction, data editing, and data wran-
gling steps.  
4.2.2.1 Data Cleaning and Reduction 
Many factors cause data to include incorrect values. A critical step is detecting, removing 
defective data, and trying to fill the gaps. It includes removing one row or column of data 
or replacing new values. Filling in missing values by using a default value, detecting, and 
removing duplicate data records, covering private and sensitive information or data, and 
matching the data based on the requirements mentioned in the study are some types of 
data cleaning. Data Reduction is about removing missing values or null that means we 
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face empty values, question marks in cells, or empty cells. Also, we should identify 
anomalies that are unexpected values or containing errors and remove them. In our study, 
we removed some duplicate rows of data. However, we did not remove zero values be-
cause it could show the amount of water consumption that might be zero in that specific 
hour in a house or industrial place.  
4.2.2.2 Data Wrangling  
Data wrangling (Data Munging) is the process of manipulating data (Figure 4.4). It is the 
change in the nature of the data like mapping data, changing the data distribution, and 
changing the format of raw data to another form (for example, Categorical to Binary in 
our study by One-Hot encoding) that is more useful and worthwhile to be utilized in the 
analysis phase. Indeed, Data Munging is an operation of data normalization, data aggre-
gation, format updating, and data visualization. There are various types of data, like Cat-
egorical or Continuous Variables: in our study, all independent variables such as Sensor 
ID, weekdays, weekends, … were categorical and required the one-hot encoding, while 
the amount of water consumption (the dependent variable) did not require the one-hot 
encoding. 
 
Figure 4.4.Data Categories and Transforms by Encoding 
4.2.2.3 Data Manipulation (Feature Engineering) 
Data manipulation or feature engineering can include dividing one column into several 
columns, removing some columns, data aggregating, adding new columns as new fea-
tures, and so forth. Data enrichment is another type of data formatting that includes join-
ing data, connecting data, and adding data to limit data with basic. With this method, we 
have a rich and valuable resource of a new dataset to improve the quality of the decision 
process in the machine learning predictive model. Based on the goal of our study, some-
times it is necessary to create new features. First, we had four original features (Device-
ID, the Value, and the Measurement Time) in this study. We applied feature engineering 
by converting one of our features (the measurement time) into four features (year, month, 
day, and hour) as a new data frame. Also, we defined two new features that are weekends 
and weekdays. These were used in the training phase for considering the correct days in 
the water consumption prediction. For example, if the selected date for prediction was the 
weekend, only the weekends were chosen for the training phase, not the weekdays, and 
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vice versa. Finally, the final prepared dataset details to enter the training phase were 
based on Table 4.1. 
 
An Overview of Final Prepared Dataset 
Samples 
Features before Data Ma-
nipulation 






3 main Features: 8 Features: 
2019-2020 Device-ID, Value, and Meas-
urement Time 
Device-ID, Value, year, month, 
day, hour, weekends, and 
weekdays 
Table 4.1. The final dataset used in the Training and Testing phases 
 
4.2.2.4 Data Normalization 
For data quality improvement, normalization is an efficient technique. When there is a 
considerable difference between the values of features, the feature with a larger value in-
trinsically affects the prediction result. So, we apply normalization as one of the data 
preparation steps in machine learning to put all variables on the same scale. This scale 
adjustment is made without losing data or distorting the amplitude of each value. Also, 
this technique can be helpful for some algorithms like ANN and KNN that do not pay any 
attention to the data distribution. Thus, we used the normalization technique to put all our 
variables in the same range, optimize data integrity, and decline data redundancy. 
4.2.2.5 Data Presentation (Visualization) 
Data visualization or presentation is a simple display of trends and data patterns in charts, 
graphs, or tables. A good presentation of data leads us to correct interpretation of the rela-
tionship between data. This allows us to have a correct analysis of the data to predict the 
future. So, this is an important step in any project because the better the visualization of 
the data, the more data we can interpret and assess. Instead of looking through many rows 
of data, we can look at the summary of data in a chart or a graph. Visualization helps us 
understand the trend of data and transfer it simply and more understandable to others by a 
simple and clear picture of what is happening in a huge dataset process. There are differ-
ent types of data visualization based on the data type. We should consider the effective 
factors on the data visualization, for example, the time factor, because time has a vital 
role in the trend of the dataset process, and the passage of time affects the dataset pattern. 
By considering the effect of the time factor, we determined how much water was used at 
defined time intervals. Also, there are various types of charts for data presentation or vis-
ualization like line charts, histograms, scatter plots, pie charts, bar charts, and so forth. 
We chose the related chart with the goal of our study. We exploited Heatmap to show the 
minimum MAE and R2 score result using plot_confusion_matrix from Scikit-Learn li-
brary [27], and it helped us choose the best time point in both time intervals (Appendix 
A). To illustrate the water consumption prediction procedure based on the machine learn-
ing techniques, we used a cross-functional flowchart to describe different stages of how 
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they relate to each other. Figure 4.7 and Table 5.2 to Table 5.5 provide the results of our 
applied algorithms based on using hyperparameters. As a result, it sent us important mes-
sages about the data, which showed us the importance of this step. 
4.3 Machine Learning Models  
In this step, the actual machine learning modelling was done. We exploited different re-
gression algorithms to find the most efficient outcome and express how the variables re-
late to each other and how some variables affect others. Furthermore, regression is a use-
ful technique when we aim to predict a future value based on a new collection of predic-
tors. 
4.3.1 Predictive Modelling 
For future prediction, we need a statistical model that predicts future behavior based on a 
dataset that enters as a new input. This statistical model is built by a mathematical ap-
proach which is called a predictive model.  
4.3.1.1 Algorithms Selection 
We used supervised machine learning models for our structured dataset to make a predic-
tion model based on the labeled target variable. But before choosing proper algorithms, 
we compared some algorithms to choose the best ones. So, we applied different regres-
sion algorithms on our dataset to estimate and compare them based on the result of 4 met-
rics in our machine learning methodology (as we introduced them in the Background sec-
tion), such as variance score, MAE, R2, and RMSE.  
 
Figure 4.5.Initial Machine Learning models' evaluation on our dataset 
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As is shown by Figure 4.5, the best models' results belong to SVR, RF, XGBoost, 
KNN regressor, AdaBoost regressor, Ridge regressor with the highest value in variance 
score and R2 that their values are around 1.0. Also, these selected algorithms have the 
best score in MAE and RMSE, that their result is near zero. Therefore, we applied these 
six algorithms and neural networks (LSTM) for water consumption prediction.  
The most accurate and efficient model includes a proper training dataset and testing da-
taset. The process that we feed the dataset into the machine learning algorithms to train 
the model is called “Training the dataset”. “Testing the dataset” is a process for accuracy 
validation of the machine learning models. An unseen dataset is used as the test dataset, 
which is not used in the model training phase. 
4.3.1.2 Train Models 
After choosing proper algorithms and preparing the data, the model should be trained by 
our desired algorithms through historical input data. This is done to find the relationship 
between the prediction target and independent variables. Our methodology for splitting 
the dataset into train and test was based on hourly water consumption. We divided our 
dataset to 80% for the training set and 20% for the testing set. It means we choose one 
specific time for water on a specified day and date to predict water consumption value. 
To describe which part of the past data we train and test, we will explain in detail in the 
next section. 
4.3.1.3 Model Prediction and Deployment 
The model prediction is a process of giving input test data to our trained model. We use 
the regression metrics (defined in the Background section) to evaluate the accuracy of the 
model output. Our model was trained and tested based on the structure depicted in Figure 
4.6, showing the process used for splitting the dataset into train and test datasets in this 
study. 
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Figure 4.6.Our Method to split the dataset for Training and Testing phases. 
The hourly water consumption is shown on the time axis. 
First, we describe our idea based on the measurement of one sensor (one specific De-
vice-ID) to show how to split the dataset for training and testing data; then, this method 
has been generalized to all the Device-IDs and the main dataset. This model is imple-
mented to predict the hourly water consumption on the time axis. This means that we se-
lect a time point Y from the data we prepare to predict, which includes: To reach this 
point and predict the amount of water consumption at this hour, we must train and test on 
past data. At this stage, the time axis is divided into two time intervals. One is called A 
and the other B. Time interval A is the number of hours we move back and forth from 
point Y on the time axis. The important point is that the time interval A is a variable in-
terval that starts from A1 = 24, exactly one day before the point Y, and goes back to the 
equal point An = 720 hours, equivalent to one month, and the recorded data for water 
consumption. Every 24 hours at a time point equal to Y. The second time interval, which 
we call B, starts from time point B1 = An and can continue until Bn (in our study, Bn 
equals 2880 hours). Time interval B is for learning from previous examples. In this 
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course, data is trained at intervals (every 24 hours) to see at what intervals each model or 
algorithm gives us a better forecast. This method of training and testing data helps us to 
understand which periods each algorithm makes more accurate predictions of our histori-
cal data, which algorithms for short time intervals, and which algorithms are appropriate 
and efficient for long intervals. The function of the model for training and testing is as 
follows:  
The model first keeps A time intervals fixed every 24 hours, and for each point in time 
interval A, B time intervals change every 24 hours and trains the data. In the second step, 
interval B is kept constant by the model, and for each point in B time intervals, interval A 
is changed every 24 hours, and the data is trained. The important point is that there is on-
ly one row of data at each time point for each hour, which shows the amount of water 
recorded by Device-IDs, which at one time had values in both A and B. This means that 
the number of rows of data being trained will be less than the total amount of data pre-
pared because for each time point in interval A, there must be a recorded amount of water 
consumption in interval B (and conversely) so that we can have a row of data. Therefore, 
we must choose a comfortable date (time point) for prediction and select the appropriate 
time duration based on the hour (for time intervals A, B) that gives us enough dataset 
volume for the training and testing phase. Because if we do not pay attention to these two 
issues, the model tells us, “You should choose a larger dataset” as an error about the se-
lection of uncomfortable time prediction or duration, not about the structure of the algo-
rithm or model. Indeed, in the result of each algorithm, interval "A" will tell us how many 
hours is good. We go backwards to find the best period in the past time for selecting a 
proper time duration ("B") for the training phase. 
4.3.2 Prediction Model 
Here, we demonstrate the procedure of the water consumption prediction model by ma-
chine learning techniques. The first three stages of this process are fully described in the 
previous sections. There are two important points about this model. The first point is 
about the second stage that, if the model finds the selected date for prediction is a week-
end, the model only chooses the weekends for use in the training phase when moving 
backwards on the timeline. That means the model ignores all the weekdays for the train-
ing phase. Also, this strategy works in the same way for weekdays by ignoring the week-
end when the dataset is used in the training and testing phases. It causes our prediction to 
be more accurate because, for weekdays, it only considers the weekdays and vice-versa. 
Another important point is about the fourth stage to achieve the most accurate and effi-
cient model; we use hyperparameters in the evaluation step for each algorithm. Indeed, 
we applied hyperparameters to improve our models when the model evaluation results 
were not desirable. Figure 4.7 describes all the stages in detail. 
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Figure 4.7.Water Consumption Prediction procedure 
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Chapter 5  Results and Evaluation 
We describe our result in detail after applying our different algorithms and models to 
the water consumption dataset (Table 5.2 to Table 5.5). Figure 5.1 specifies which types 
of algorithms are efficient for what period. Although the result of some algorithms in 
this study needed to be optimized by hyperparameter tuning, some of our models had 
instinct good results based on their original structures and without using the hyperpa-
rameter tuning. So, we did not use the HPT for all the models. Furthermore, one of the 
assumptions to do regression is that the dataset is normalized. In this study, the result of 
each model has achieved through normalized data was done using the data pre-
processing step. Another important issue about our models' evaluation is considering the 
R2 score results as the main result for each algorithm more than the minimum MAE re-
sults. Our decision about considering the result of the R2 score for evaluation is because 
all MAE results are very small and between 0 and 1 even after applying the hyperpa-
rameter tuning. Although a very small MAE value may be a sign of overfitting, this is 
not necessarily the case. It can depend on whether we have normalized and brought our 
numbers between 0 and 1. So usually, MAE also comes between 0 and 1 and can be a 
very small number. But when the goal is to compare models with different algorithms, 
there is no problem because that number does not represent the real error and the error 
in the scale is normalized. 
Consequently, we consider the proper hours in the timeline based on the optimal R2 
score results that are more trustable based on the reasons we mentioned above then 
check these numbers on the MAE results' plots to present which types of regression al-
gorithms in the hourly water consumption prediction are suitable for what time period. 
Indeed, the minimum MAE in our study has been achieved in two steps. It means that in 
the first step, the model calculates the MAE for all the possible match points of A and B 
for each Device-ID (sensor). The MAE results of each device are stored in an Excel 
sheet. Then the model chooses the most minimum MAE of each Device-IDs and brings 
all the most minimum MAE of all Device-IDs on one plot to show the best minimum 
MAE for time intervals A and B. The goal of this study is not only to calculate the MAE 
for each Device-ID but also to find the best time intervals for using the most capable 
algorithm in that specific time interval to predict the water consumption in the most ac-
curate possible way.  
5.1 SVM Result 
The results of using the SVM regressor (Table 5.1) showed that the best choice of past 
data is when we go back a little and are closer to the time of consumption forecast. 
Nevertheless, using and investigating the past data based on both hour points (1560 and 
2496) that are bigger than half of the whole examined time (2880 hours), we will gain a 
better result if we select a long period of past data. 
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The time interval “A”: (24,720,24) 
The time interval “B”: (720,2880,24) 
 
The best points with the appropriate 
results belong to: 
The time interval “A”: 96 h 
The time interval “B”: (2064)h 
NO 
The results without HPT: “A”: 
96hour 
“B”: (2064) hour 
R2 score is 0.7 as an appropri-
ate positive fit, and the mini-
mum MAE is 0.01 that is near 
zero. 
Table 5.1. The results of the applied SVM model with details 
5.2 AdaBoost Regressor Result 
Table 5.2 outlines the result of performing the AdaBoost regressor. The outcomes 
proved that for selecting past data, if we move back in the time as much as possible and 
move away from the time of consumption prediction, and then if we examine a lengthy 
period of time from past data, we get a desirable result. 
 
 
Method 2 AdaBoost_Regressor HPT Result 
1st step 
The time interval “A”: 
(24,720,24) 
The time interval “B”: 
(720,2880,24) 





: means very 
good or being 




So, we chose the bet-
ter duration for (HPT): 
“A”: (336, 552, 24)   
“B”: (1656, 2112, 24) 
Prams: {'learning_rate': 1, 'loss': 
'square', 'n_estimators': 50} 
From ['n_estimators': 50] to 
['n_estimators': 100] the Re-
sults goes out of range, so we 






After the first (HPT), 
To choose just the 
best point of times, 
not the duration of 
time:   
“A”: [432, 576, 552, 
456] 
“B”: [1080, 1632, 
1656, 1726] 
 
Prams: {'learning_rate': 1, 'loss': 
'square', 'n_estimators': 50} 
 
The best results 
are: 
“A”: 552 hour 
“B”: 1726 hour 
R2 score is -0.9 
as a perfect neg-
ative fit, and the 
minimum MAE 
is 0.2 that is near 
zero. 
Table 5.2.The results of the applied AdaBoost model with details 
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5.3 Ridge Regressor Result 
The results related to performing the Ridge regressor algorithm (Table 5.3) showed that 
to select past data if we move back a little in time and get closer to the time of consump-
tion forecast, but in the next step (which is to use and investigate the past data), if we 
select a long time duration from past data, we will have a better outcome. 
 
 
Method 3 Ridge_Regressor HPT Result 
1st step 
The time interval “A”: 
(24,720,24) 
The time interval “B”: 
(720,2880,24) 




: means very good or being 
extremely out of range 
2nd step 
So, we chose the bet-
ter duration for (HPT): 
“A”: (216, 312, 24)   






The best results are: 
“A”: 264 hour 
“B”: 2160 hour 
R2 score is 0.67 as a perfect 
positive fit, and the minimum 
MAE is 0.1 that is near zero. 
Table 5.3. The results of the applied Ridge Regressor model with details 
5.4 RF Result 
Table 5.4. shows the results of the RF algorithm, demonstrating that we should move 
back in time as much as possible and move away from the time of consumption forecast 
for selecting past data. And then, if in the same time period, we select a large range of 
past data, we will get better results. 
 
Method 4 RF HPT Result 
1st step 
The time interval 
“A”: (24,720,24) 
The time interval 
“B”: (720,2880,24) 






So, we chose the bet-
ter duration for 
(HPT): 
“A”: (384, 696, 24)   
“B”: (1896, 2760, 
24) 
Prams: {'bootstrap': 






The results with HPT: 
“A”: 456 hour 
“B”: 2520 hour 
R2 score is - 0.83 as an ap-
propriate positive fit, and 
the Minimum MAE is zero. 
Table 5.4. The results of the applied RF model with details 
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5.5 KNN Regressor Result 
According to the KNN regressor results in Table 5.5, the best selection for the past data 
is moving back a little in time and being closer to the time of consumption prediction, 
but in the next step (which is to use and investigate the past data), if we select a long 
time duration from past data, we will achieve the most proper result. 
 
Method 5 KNN HPT Result 
1st step 
The time interval 
“A”: (24,720,24) 
The time interval 
“B”: (720,2880,24) 







So, we chose the bet-
ter duration for 
(HPT): 









The results with HPT: 
“A”: 312hour 
“B”: 1968 hour 
R2 score is - 0.72 as an ap-
propriate negative perfect 
fit, and the minimum MAE 
is 0.3 that is near zero. 
Table 5.5. The results of the applied KNN model with details 
5.6 XGBoost Result 
By observing the results of the XGBoost algorithm in Table 5.6, we achieved the im-
portant point that moving back in time as much as possible and moving away from the 
time of consumption prediction can be a suitable choice to attain an acceptable outcome. 
And then, investigating a lengthy time period of past data in that same time period de-
termines which time period this algorithm works better and efficiently. 
 




The time interval “A”: 
(24,720,24) 
The time interval “B”: 
(720,2880,24) 
 
The best points with the ap-
propriate results belong to: 
The time interval “A”: 576 
The time interval “B”: 2560 
NO 
The results without HPT: 
“A”: 576 hour 
“B”: 2568 hour 
R2 score is 0.9 as an appropri-
ate positive fit, and the Mini-
mum MAE is zero. 
Table 5.6. The results of the applied XGBoost model with details 
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5.7 LSTM Result 
Based on the literature, some studies [69], [70], [74] applied the LSTM model for water 
consumption prediction and water depth forecasting and achieved good results. There-
fore, we chose LSTM as a candidate model besides other algorithms used in the related 
studies. To decline the computation time, we launched our models on the university 
server with powerful hardware configurations. Computation intensity and time to train 
each of the algorithms varies. In our case study, we can rank the algorithms based on 
their training time, as follows: 1. Ridge Regressor, 2. SVR, 3. AdaBoost Regressor, 4. 
XGBoost, 5. KNN Regressor, 6. Random Forest, and 7. LSTM algorithm. 
Within three months, we performed the LSTM model several times. It was running 
for 15 consecutive days the first time, and after 15 days, the system was restarted with-
out any results. Then we started to change some parameters to reduce the calculation 
time and get the result for the LSTM algorithm. Therefore, we adopted the value of 
epochs, batch_size, and learning_rate. Still, each time it took 6 to 7 days. It was stopped 
because of insufficient memory or other problems such as network interruption on the 
server or sudden system reset due to long computational load. These are common prob-
lems and may usually occur when running heavy computational programming for a long 
duration. Thus, we could not achieve any final result for LSTM.  
We can explain that this problem happened because of the long computation time of 
LSTM and our program. As stated in the literature [36], the LSTM is a combined model 
since it saves information to re-inject the past data into the network. This process hap-
pens several times regarding the number of hidden layer nodes. Therefore, the main 
drawback of LSTM is that it is not a computationally efficient algorithm. To clarify the 
second reason, we should point out that we used a combined procedure to decide how 
much past data we should include in our analysis. As the algorithm has to consider the 
two time periods in the past each time and enter a combination of common points in 
both time periods into the train and test stage, it requires repeated sampling from each 
time point, training, and testing that does not well fit with the LSTM algorithm structure. 
In the literature review, the studies used LSTM with a more straightforward procedure. 
For instance, Bejarano et al. [74] used the past 24 hours data as the input data to the 
LSTM. In contrast, we used “For Loops” to form the input data of our algorithms. Us-
ing “For Loops” was inevitable to reach our research objective of examining the models 
based on their ability to predict the near or distant data. Using “For Loops” made all of 
our algorithms to be time-consuming as we saw that Ridge and SVR (which are popular 
because of their simplicity) took, respectively, 30 hours and 50 hours to provide the re-
sults. As mentioned earlier, we first used the algorithms' primary forms without hy-
perparameter tuning to decrease the running time. If one algorithm was efficient in its 
basic form, we did not follow the hyperparameters tuning step. If not, we used only the 
best prediction points of that specific model for HPT instead of using the whole dataset. 
Overall, we can conclude that LSTM is not an efficient and suitable algorithm for our 
case study.  
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5.8 Comparison of Algorithms 
Here, we present the different algorithms on the timeline based on the hour assessment 
to show which types of algorithms are appropriate for which time durations as an effi-
cient algorithm for predicting the hourly water consumption (Figure 5.1). The results of 
the R2 score and MAE metrics are measured based on one data in a special time point, 
not the whole dataset, because we want to find the best duration of time in both A and B 
to get results about this fact that which algorithms are efficient for which duration of 
time.  
As the result of algorithms shows, to gain a good result by the SVM, we should 
choose a short period for going backwards (means time interval "A"). Furthermore, in 
selecting a time duration for dataset training, we should also select a short period to 
achieve a proper result. Although the results show the Ridge algorithm needs to choose 
a short period for time interval "A", it should choose a slightly longer time ("B") in the 
past to have a better result for predicting the hourly water consumption at the specified 
time. Regarding the result of both AdaBoost, XGBoost, and RF, this is obvious that 
they can achieve good prediction results when we select the data at farther and larger 
intervals. About the XGBoost and RF, as it progresses further and further into the dis-
tant past into past data, a better prediction result can be gained. The results of the KNN 
algorithm proved that for selecting past data if we move back a little in time and are 
closer to the time of consumption prediction, but in the next step (which is to use and 
investigate the past data), if we select a long-time duration from past data, we will get a 
better result. 
To summarize, we had to choose every 24 hours calculation to find the match point of 
data in both A and B instead of using different random time calculations to gain more 
precise prediction and enough data rows for the training phase. Indeed, the model tries 
to find the data for both A and B at the same point in time, and because of this, the 
numbers of data rows decrease. So, if we choose data based on different random hours 
like 3 or 10, and so forth, we will not have enough rows to test our predictive model. 
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of Algorithms' results
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Chapter 6  Discussion 
Here we can point out some significant cases to summarize the weaknesses of the pre-
vious related studies and highlight our work's contribution in improving these weak-
nesses. In machine learning modelling, it is needed to pre-process the data before de-
signing models for predictions. According to [36], data pre-processing can be done in 
several areas. Among them, dealing with missing data is of high importance because it 
can influence the accuracy of predictive models. As we can see in related studies [58], 
[71], [74], [76], [78] data pre-processing is included as an independent step. Neverthe-
less, in these studies, it is not mentioned clearly what they meant by the term “missing 
values” (null values or zero values). In the present research, like other studies, we con-
sidered data pre-processing as the first step in which we removed duplicate data. On the 
other hand, we kept zeros as valuable data, which showed us no water consumption at 
that specific time. In this way, we were able to improve the model accuracy.  
Brentan et al. [66] applied an SVR method for forecasting the water demand, and 
they observed that this model could not capture the extreme points (peaks) of water 
consumption value. For fixing this problem, they added an adaptive Fourier time-series 
to the SVR model. Similarly, Walker et al. utilized an ANN model, and their model 
could not predict the peaks accurately. The authors concluded that these inaccurate re-
sults in peaks might be related to the noise in the input dataset. Whereas, in our research, 
we have not encountered such a result in either SVR or ANN models because we nor-
malized our data before feeding it into the models.  
Feature engineering is a way of making more robust features and increasing the accu-
racy of the prediction. In machine learning modelling [36], feature selection helps re-
duce the execution time and improve model accuracy. The new features creation ap-
proach is what we have done in this research to make meaningful features such as year, 
month, day, hour, weekends, weekdays and investigate their effect on the water con-
sumption model performance.  
In almost all studies reviewed in this field, the variable that specifies the type of day 
(whether being a holiday or not) has been considered [60], [65]–[67], [71], [72], [78]. 
Bejarano et al. [74] and Romano et al. [76] augmented the calendar information to their 
models to investigate the difference between the result of models by determining the 
holidays and regular weekdays. In our research, we used a new variable to show week-
ends and weekdays. Our model could distinguish between days as the weekends or 
weekdays and only select the specific days based on weekends or weekdays for the 
training phase. This approach increases the model precision in our study and decreases 
the execution time because it only calculates the special days based on the type of days.  
Based on a comparison between previous studies' results, various deep learning 
methods, machine learning models, or statistical algorithms have been used individually 
or as a combined model (a hybrid model) of several algorithms. Differences in exploit-
ing different machine learning methods and approaches show that a group of research-
ers gained comfortable results by applying one specific method in a study. In contrast, 
in another study, the same method did not yield acceptable results. For example, in stud-
ies [77] and [65], the use of the ANN method showed excellent results in predicting wa-
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ter demand and energy consumption based on the observed data, while this method has 
not presented an acceptable output in the [75] and [59] studies. It can be because of dif-
ferent model hyperparameters used in various studies. Our research followed an opti-
mizing approach to improve our model’s result and decrease the HPT method’s compu-
tation time. This method contained two phases. The first phase was about gaining the 
result of the model without changing the original structure of each algorithm. If the re-
sult of the model (R2 score and MAE) was not acceptable, we selected the most optimal 
time points (time interval) that had the most optimal results in the first phase to apply 
the hyperparameter on these specific points in the second phase. Ignoring the weaker 
time points and using hyperparameter only on the optimal points can save computation-
al time in the HPT process and increase model prediction accuracy.  
In the water consumption prediction field, often, the dataset is a large time-series da-
taset. Even though the model execution time is a crucial factor when working on big 
data, none of the reviewed studies points out how they considered decreasing the com-
putation time. Whilst we have taken into consideration to propose the ways of reducing 
model execution time. As described before, we designed the model that works separate-
ly for the different types of the day (weekends or weekdays). Also, to face the pure re-
sult of each model to understand how the structure of an original machine learning algo-
rithm can influence the prediction results in this study, we did not use any HPT in the 
basic modelling. We applied the HPT in the second phase, only for the optimum ac-
ceptable data points of the first phase.  
Some previous studies concluded that the inclusion of more past data decreased the 
prediction efficiency. In the study by Herrera et al. [67], two models were exploited. In 
one of these experiments, they only considered eight weeks of historical data, and in the 
other one, all the data was fed into the model as input. The Result showed that using 
more data made the performance worse, and too old data can be harmful to the forecast-
ing models. Bejarano et al. [74] also examined the importance of the length of input da-
ta. They observed that the inclusion of 24 hours of past data was sufficient to capture 
the water consumption patterns while having more data as the input did not improve the 
model prediction ability. In this study, when we used the past dataset, we tried to use 
“For Loops” to find the time points that randomly have a recorded amount of water con-
sumption in both periods to state the fact which types of algorithms work well and op-
timally to use which historical data (near prediction or distant) in the past. It is worth-
while to describe the design process that we followed in this study. First, we performed 
several regression algorithms in their basic format to see how they behave with data se-
lected from different times and different sizes of the past. We could feed the data in dif-
ferent time periods into the models using “For Loops” and observe their results. In this 
context, if a model performance was acceptable, we used the basic format of that algo-
rithm without any hyperparameter tuning. On the other hand, if a model did not perform 
well, we conducted a hyperparameter tuning process only on the time periods where the 
given model had satisfactory scores. We used the basic algorithms without any optimi-
zation because, in this way, they were able to show their real capability in forecasting 
this kind of data without any added correction factor or adjustment.  
In the following, we answered Research Questions based on the literature review in 
detail. 
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 RQ 1 What are the characteristics of the dataset used in the energy and water con-
sumption studies? The dataset analyzed in water consumption studies is a time-series 
dataset that is an event observation in chronological order for a specific period. The 
temporal continuity of data recorded over a period in the past is a message from the past 
that gives us the behavioral pattern of an event to predict the future trend of the same 
event. The time-series dataset has some significant characteristics like the complexity of 
the relation between the past and present data. Researchers use different machine learn-
ing approaches to examine and understand the relationship between new recorded and 
past data that analyze the complexity of these relationships to build a model for predict-
ing the future of events' trends. It should be mentioned that in some cases besides the 
time-series dataset, the researchers investigate the effect of other external variables on 
the prediction like weather conditions, temperature, or the population. In our study, we 
desired to examine the effect of population on the water consumption prediction, but 
Sarpsborg municipality could not give us this information because of confidentiality. So, 
we applied other features as mentioned in the previous sections for water consumption 
prediction. There is a fact about the quality of the dataset or variables how much the raw 
dataset is qualified to enter the machine learning process. Therefore, dataset pre-
processing is a crucial step in every machine learning project like water consumption 
prediction studies to fix noisy data, outliers, missing values, and so forth. For domestic 
water consumption prediction, Walker et al. [75] considered statistical information de-
rived from real meters beside the recorded data to empower the prediction model's gen-
eralisability to new input data despite the noise in data. In another study, Bejarano et al. 
[74] applied linear regression to dispel three percentage missing values in their dataset.  
Moreover, in many cases, the input dataset is big data with many samples and varia-
bles. Although having large data helps make accurate predictions, it makes data visuali-
zation and model execution an intricate work that requires different approaches based 
on the dataset type. One example can be the study performed by Tamang and Shukla 
[78] to record the water consumption dataset by the smart meters. The dataset contained 
90-day daily water consumption data collected from dairy plants considered big data 
because of the high volume of the dataset. They used the time-series clustering tech-
nique ability to distinguish similar recorded trends of consumption during weekends and 
weekdays. They applied the predictive algorithms on these two clusters on weekends 
and weekdays to decrease the time computation for the big dataset prediction model like 
what we have done in our predictive machine learning model. These factors are man-
aged by machine learning abilities that we describe some of the machine learning func-
tions in the second Research Question.  
The researches have proved that the huge volume of data collected by sensors in 
smart homes can be stored, managed, backed up in a smart environment like the Cloud 
technology as remote storage. The Cloud storage is a fast implementation, elastic solu-
tion, cost-effective, resilient, scalable, and able to manage the stored data from outside 
the site that the admin has quick access to available data through special connection to 
the private network or the public internet similar to the Sarpsborg municipality that uses 
the Microsoft Azure Cloud. Continuous analysis, storing, updating, and using the data 
are very important factors in data management. The studies showed us that the most 
common characteristic of big data like high velocity, wide variety, high volume are just 
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some of the big data attributes that state our requirement to apply appropriate approach-
es like machine learning techniques for big data classification and management. 
RQ 2 Which types of machine learning algorithms or models are efficient for analyz-
ing water datasets and predicting water consumption? Indeed, the prediction ability of 
machine learning based on mathematical algorithms and models distinguishes it from 
other technologies and, needless to say, how much machine learning techniques have 
acted efficiently and powerful in presenting an accurate model for forecasting the future 
of everything in recent years. Therefore, we point out some of its capabilities associated 
with our research goals. The efficiency of the machine learning algorithms depends on 
the forecast horizon. The short-term prediction is helpful in management, while long-
term prediction is a requirement for the design phase. This is the main issue that we 
have considered in our results investigation: which types of algorithms are more effi-
cient and useful for short-term or long-term predictions. In addition, the algorithms can 
be viewed as being linear or non-linear models. Linear models are simple methods and 
can be understood easily, while non-linear models are complicated.  
Based on the machine learning function, the larger the amount of data or information 
we give to the model, the prediction will be more accurate. But the important thing is 
that as the number of data increases, more time is spent analyzing, and in the training 
phase, the computation will be complicated. One solution for this issue, based on the 
study of Hai Xiang Zhao, Frédéric Magoulès in 2010  [60] on energy consumption pre-
diction, uses parallel algorithm execution to decrease the average training sets. In our 
study, for reducing the time computation, we applied a technique to divide the days of 
the week into the workdays and weekends separately that the most accurate prediction is 
achieved using the least time computation in training phases. Water consumption time-
series has non-linear patterns; therefore, the non-linear models are a better choice for 
having high accuracy in our predictions since they can present more generic models. 
It can be claimed that a practical solution, according to most reviewed studies, is im-
proving the process of some machine learning algorithms or combining them. Accord-
ingly, most reviewed studies have applied non-linear algorithms individually or com-
bined with other models as a hybrid system. For instance, Brentan et al. [66] proposed a 
hybrid model with a perfect fit for the collected data. The proposed model consisted up 
of an SVR algorithm combined with adaptive Fourier time-series for short-term fore-
casting. Moreover, in the study by Herrera et al. [67], they utilized various non-linear 
algorithms for a short-term forecast. The algorithms were ANN, PPR, MARS, SVR, and 
RF. The SVR model outperformed other types of algorithms, followed by MARS, PPR, 
and RF, respectively. Another study for predicting daily water consumption forecast 
was done by Chen et al. [68]. They exploited multiple RF models and attained more ac-
curate results with this conjunction model than a single RF model. Furthermore, Dufour 
et al. [71] proposed a flexible and easily implemented solution utilizing multiple deci-
sion trees. The final output showed an acceptable performance of 91% correct predic-
tion. Tamang et al. [78] explored the water demand forecasts optimization by applying 
an SVR model. The evaluation metrics showed that the SVR model predicted the water 
consumption well on the small dataset and outperformed the ANN model, however in 
our study, we interpret the SVM algorithm as an efficient algorithm for using the past 
data close to the forecast time, not just based on the value obtained in the future forecast 
model.  
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In addition to the mentioned algorithms covering the non-linearity aspect of time-
series data, there are other advanced methods to capture the seasonality and periodic 
nature of water consumption historical data. These two characteristics of time-series 
datasets (seasonality and periodicity) show that the past time steps influence the present 
one. The Recurrent Neural Network methods such as LSTM can perform well on histor-
ical data in which the data points' values are related to each other. Given this, Zhang et 
al., 2018 [69] predicted the water table depth using a two-layer LSTM-based model. 
This model had very robust results on time-series. Another study in this context was 
performed by Nasser et al. [70]. They designed a system for both short and long-term 
water consumption prediction and used LSTM architecture. They compared the output 
of the proposed system with the results of launching SVR and Random Forest models 
on a similar dataset. According to the results, LSTM had higher evaluation scores than 
the other two traditional models. Likewise, Bejarano et al. [74] provided a system for 
predicting future water consumption using an LSTM architecture. The results showed 
that LSTM surpassed the other methods (the linear regression and ARIMA models). We 
applied LSTM in our study like other studies in this area for the water consumption pre-
diction, but we did not gain any result, and this algorithm is not efficient for our study 
goal. 
RQ 3 What are the other possible methods used in addition to Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) algorithms in energy and water studies? Besides AI methods (machine learning and 
deep learning algorithms), engineering methods and statistical methods are also used in 
some studies to predict energy and water consumption.  
The engineering methods use the physical functions and thermal dynamics to calcu-
late the energy consumption of a building. Many software tools have been developed by 
using the formulas of engineering methods. However, due to their complex formulas 
and many variables, engineering models require a large amount of input information, 
which is time-consuming and difficult to collect.  
On the other hand, the statistical methods simply utilize regression to correlate energy 
consumption with the influential factors to apply these models to historical data. Still, 
lack of accuracy and no flexibility are two drawbacks of these statistical methods.  
An alternative method to fill these gaps in engineering and statistical methods can be 
AI models that are powerful for making robust predictions. In addition, some of the 
studies used a combination of AI methods with statistical models or engineering models 
or both. There are reviewed studies in which a combination of engineering methods and 
AI methods are applied. For example, Zhao et al. [60] used Energy Plus software for 
raw data visualization and analysis; after that, they used SVM for making a prediction 
model. Likewise, Wong et al. [65] exploited EnergyPlus software for simulating the da-
ta and detecting the determinants. Some other studied used a combination of statistical 
models and AI models or compared the performance of these two methods. For example, 
Li et al. [59] investigated several statistical and AI methods for studying buildings' en-
ergy consumption. 
Similarly, Herrera et al. [67] investigated hourly water demand models' performance 
by comparing several statistical and AI models such as PPR, MARS, ANN, SVR, and 
Random Forest. The result of their study demonstrated that the SVR outperformed other 
algorithms. Bejarano et al. [74] designed a system consisting of two models of GCRFs  
and LSTM. They compared these two models with ARIMA and linear regression mod-
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els. They concluded that the designed system showed better performance scores than the 
other single methods.  
Although this evidence could help us to improve our knowledge about the differences 
and abilities of each mentioned method above, in our study, we aim to compare the dif-
ference between the ability of each machine learning algorithm that the focus is on the 
accuracy of their prediction is based on the choice of an efficient period of the historical 
data relative to the time to be predicted, not the difference in the methods used. The ex-
periments conducted on sensor data from energy resources led us to the right track to 
step on choosing efficient algorithms for our study.  
The results of our study showed that the SVM's capability with its SRM feature in us-
ing parallel execution could decrease the learning time and is powerful in creating a 
model with a few samples and parameters. ANN is an effective approach for a mini-
mum of data collected when we face the lack of available massive datasets, and it is 
used for commentary improvement of the trained network. Various structures of ANN 
apply to choose an efficient tool for controlling the process when the trend of the relia-
bility and accuracy of the machine learning model decreases. The sudden occurrence of 
any change in the structure of the algorithm by itself or in the system's external envi-
ronment during the operation of the model can be time-consuming after the training 
process. Still, it is manageable by alteration of the ANN structure. Also, RF and Deci-
sion tree algorithms with high accuracy can be another efficient algorithm for dealing 
with the occupancy recognition challenge or rules' extraction from data collected by 
sensors.  
To summarize, the review that we conducted on previous research proved that it is a 
challenging choice to choose the best algorithms or machine learning model because 
every study was structured based on various conditions with a high diversity of parame-
ters as the input. But the unique and special issue about all of them is the machine learn-
ing techniques that have had the most efficient performance for energy consumption 
management, like water consumption. Therefore, our proposed methodology shapes 
based on Random Forest, SVM, ANN algorithms (LSTM), XGBoost, KNN regressor, 
AdaBoost regressor, Ridge regressor to achieve acceptable results in this study. 
RQ 4 Which variables are influencing water consumption? Almost all investigated 
studies about water consumption considered the different behavior of people during hol-
idays and regular days (type of the day variable) as the most effective factor on the wa-
ter consumption and water demand [60], [65]–[67], [71], [72], [74], [76], [78]. In addi-
tion, they have included calendar information as an essential factor in analyzing water 
demand because holidays have a different water usage pattern than regular weekdays.  
On the other hand, some of the researchers explored the role of external variables on 
water consumption. Brentan et al. [66] analyzed the relationship between rain, tempera-
ture, air humidity, and wind velocity to water consumption. They found out that there 
were meaningful correlations between these variables and water consumption. In anoth-
er study on hourly water demand prediction by Herrera et al. [67], the information of 
daily weather variables was considered in addition to water consumption values. They 
studied the climate variables such as temperature, wind velocity, rain, and atmospheric 
pressure impact the water demand. The temperature was the most relevant external vari-
able to the water demand behavior among all the mentioned factors. Zhang et al. [69] 
chose water diversion, precipitation, evaporation volume, and temperature to predict 
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water table depth. Ju et al., 2014 [73] investigated 29 important variables from three 
categories of climate, social and economic aspects, i.e., precipitation, annual mean tem-
perate, annual frost-free period, evaporation, population, and so forth to assess influenc-
ing factors on water requirement.  
In our study, because we had a short period of water consumption dataset (around one 
year), the prediction or investigation of the influence of the holidays or regular days was 
impossible since the machine learning techniques requires of long-time data history 
(many years) to train and test the dataset. But we used the difference of the day types 
for the training and testing phase to achieve the most accurate prediction for water con-
sumption, as we described in the previous sections. 
RQ 5 What are the evaluation metrics for measuring the performance of models in 
water consumption studies? Various evaluation criteria have been applied in the per-
formance assessment of different models in energy and water consumption studies. In 
some researches in this field, the accuracy metric has been used to estimate the perfor-
mance of the classification model. For example, Fernández et al. [57] in the energy effi-
ciency study in smart homes, Vafeiadis et al. [58] in the occupancy recognition exami-
nation, and Zhao et al. [61] regarding the factors influencing the forecast of energy con-
sumption in buildings, used accurate scores as a determining factor to evaluate the per-
formance of their model. In addition, Ahmad et al. [63] for the model performance 
evaluation of predicting electricity energy consumption in buildings, Benedetti et al. [64] 
for energy consumption assessment, and Walker et al. [75], for hourly water consump-
tion prediction of households utilized accuracy metric to evaluate the performance of 
their algorithms.  
On the other hand, in the regression studies and specifically in the field of water con-
sumption prediction, other metrics have also been used. For instance, Brentan et al. [66] 
used the MAE, R2 score, and the RMSE to assess the result of their proposed model. 
Moreover, MAPE, R, TS, and NRMSE have been used to study urban water consump-
tion prediction by Chen et al. [68]. Another example is Zhang et al. [69] that used 
RMSE and R2 scores for computing the efficiency of their proposed method to prove 
the strong learning ability of their LSTM model structure. Bennett et al. [77] used sev-
eral criteria such as RMSE, R2, ARE, AAE, and MW P-value metrics for assessing their 
model prediction ability in forecasting the household water end-use consumption. Final-
ly, Nasser et al. [70] used MAE, RMSE, and MAAPE to measure their model effective-
ness about the ability of LSTM compared with SVM and RF in the water demand future 
forecast. We applied MAE and R2 scores to evaluate the hourly water consumption pre-
diction results based on our supervised machine learning models and time-series dataset. 
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Chapter 7  Conclusion and Future Work 
In conclusion, our approach could cover the weaknesses of the previous studies and pre-
sented a new decision criterion for selecting the proper algorithm in the water consump-
tion prediction studies. It must be stressed that the contribution of our work is that we 
introduced a valuable determinant for several popular algorithms instead of comparing 
various machine learning models' performance. We introduced a measure for selecting 
the appropriate model, for a given dataset, in terms of the time period and the size of the 
dataset. To give an example, we detected that the SVR method achieved admissible re-
sults on the dataset in the short distance of the prediction time. In contrast, the Ada-
Boost algorithm performed well on older data in the distant past. Therefore, based on 
the size and volume of your available water consumption time-series dataset, our study's 
result can help you choose the most efficient algorithms for the hourly water consump-
tion prediction to get the most relevant and accurate results.  
Suppose we have a huge volume of the dataset from water consumption. In that case, 
we will use the random calculation instead of every 24 hours calculation to find the 
match point of data in both A and B and have more rows to enter in the training dataset 
phase. Also, if we have more recorded data in many years, we can investigate the im-
pact of special holidays in the summer or winter on water consumption future prediction. 
These two items were impossible because the Sarpsborg municipality has started this 
project newly. We face a lack of information and dataset for investigating these items 
on the water consumption future prediction. Therefore, there is the possibility to work 
on this issue, and this view can be achieved in the near future after some years, not right 
now.   
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